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INTRODUCTION

This reference work is about model aviation. It is intended to acquaint the reader with its scope, 
variety, and impact on our society. 

Since 1938 the Academy of Model Aeronautics has supported youth programs designed to teach the 
basics of model building. During the past five years the Technology Student Association and the 
Science Olympiad Program have introduced new programs to school systems at both the elementary 
and high school level. The latter program includes a variety of technical exercises, one of which 
introduces youth to model aviation. More than 30,000 students participate each year, building a 
simple model aircraft. Other programs exist at both the local and national level. One of the most 
comprehensive and long lasting programs is the Society of Automotive Engineers Aero Design 
Competition. It's part of the SAE Collegiate Design Series. The competition "challenges engineering 
students to conceive, design, fabricate, and test a radio controlled aircraft that can take off and land 
while carrying the maximum (predicted) cargo. This gives students the opportunity to apply the 
knowledge learned in the classroom on a practical problem." For more information see: 
www.sae.org/students/aerodes.htm. The Experimental Aircraft Association's Kid Venture program 
provides a comprehensive set of aviation kits intended for elementary school students. Some of the 
projects utilize simple balsa gliders to illustrate aircraft design and flight dynamics. For more 
information see: www.eaa.org and click aviation education; under elementary school click 
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information order form. The EAA also has an excellent science, math and technology program called 
Wild Blue Wonders for middle school students. This program also includes a model aviation element 
involving rubber-powered models. See: www.eaa.org/ and click aviation education; click Wild Blue 
Wonders; click www.wildbluewonders.com/about.html. 

The Boy Scouts of America's Advancement Plan features a Merit Badge Program. The scout must 
demonstrate the necessary knowledge required of a given subject to earn its merit badge. The 
requirements are specified in Merit Badge Pamphlets sold through the scout organization. 

The Aviation Merit Badge Pamphlet contains a chapter called Model Aviators that describes links to 
the Academy of Model Aeronautics and what must be accomplished to earn this badge. See 
www.scouting.org for more information. 

The Future Scientists and Engineers of America is structured to involve working scientists, engineers, 
retirees, college students, teachers and parents. 

Each FSEA chapter consists of a sponsor, mentors, FSEA student members, a teacher and a parent 
coordinator. See www.fsea.org The FSEA has two model aviation related projects utilizing rubber 
powered models. The project instructions can be seen at: www.fsea.org/frprojct/ 

Despite the best efforts of the above organizations, the integration of model aviation into the school 
curriculum is difficult. Many demands are placed on teachers, leaving little time for seemingly extra-
curricular activity. Accordingly, experienced modelers should present their plan to educators in an 
organized, professional manner. In the past various organizations have assisted by preparing lesson 
plans to be used in this way. Now, there are excellent instructions, examples and guidelines on the 
Internet that enable modelers to prepare a proposed plan for use by the teacher. See Lesson Plan 
Preparation at Appendix C for details. 

Every effort should be made to follow-up on these basic programs so those students continue to build 
models and benefit from the abilities they develop while pursuing the hobby. These abilities include 
the following: 

• The ability to read and understand technical drawings and instructions. These are the 
languages of engineering, manufacturing and the building trades. 

• Familiarity with research techniques; knowing where to look for information. 
• An acquired tenacity that is needed to complete a challenging project. Long attention spans are 

in short supply.

In addition to such abilities, or skills, there are benefits such as: 

• Persuading youth to consider technical careers. 
• Introducing the student to a wide variety of such careers. New technologies and knowledge are 

developing so rapidly that it is crucial for students to try to match their interests and 
educational opportunities with their life's goals as early as possible. 

• Providing an absorbing alternative to passive activities. 
• Strengthening the national defense. The military, as well as the private sector, faces a shortage 

of applicants that possess the very knowledge and skills developed in the pursuit of the hobby. 
More on this in Chapter 1. 

There has been a lot of discussion regarding the selection of follow-on projects after the basic 
programs outlined above have taken place. The choice is complicated by the diversity in the number 
of different pathways that one can take after the first-step programs. Students should be made aware 
of their options so they can make informed choices of the projects most likely to interest them. It 
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would require a number of volumes to describe the various facets of model aviation, so the categories 
will be discussed in general terms and will be supplemented with references to Internet sites that 
contain relevant detailed information. To make these frequent references easier to find, they will be 
cited within the running text where applicable. The following format will be used: 

• Internet sites will be shown like this example, and will open in a new browser window when 
you click on them. www.modelresearchlabs.com/ 

• For Internet sources that are to be located by navigating within the referenced Web site, the 
notation "and click" on an icon or text will be used to indicate a link to the next page. e.g. 
www.modelaircraft.org and click about AMA and click special interest groups. 

• Reference book sources will be enclosed within brackets. [Zaic, Frank. Model Airplanes and 
the American Boy, Northridge, CA: Model Aeronautic Publ., 1982, 158]. 

Because Internet sites rise and fall with the pace of changing technology, I will try to reference the 
more stable ones. Some referenced sites will have links to other sites that cascade to still more 
locations on the Net. However, the reader is cautioned that the Web sites referenced were active as of 
the time of the last Web site update. To enable the reader to locate "lost" Web pages the process of 
locating Internet sites is explained further in Appendix A. 

In the next chapter and beyond the reader will be gradually exposed to the wonderful and challenging 
complexity of aircraft modeling. It's recognized that youthful readers may want to get on with the 
actual start of their first model. In that case, they can skip to Chapter 6 and get started. Later, when 
they need the information, they can always come back for it. 

GENERAL LIABILITY DISCLAIMER

The author has applied diligence and judgment in locating and using reliable sources for the 
information contained herein. However, no guarantee or warranty can be given, and all responsibility 
and liability for loss or damage are hereby disclaimed by the author of this publication with respect to 
the accuracy, correctness, value and sufficiency of the data, methods, and other information contained 
herein as applied for any particular purpose or use. 

Before undertaking any potentially hazardous action, obtain and understand all available information 
on the subject. Do not use this publication as a substitute for skilled instruction in the subjects 
addressed herein. 

Chapter 1 - HISTORY
Learning is weightless ... A treasure you always carry easily. 

- Chinese proverb 

Seen it all! Done it all! Just can't remember most of it! 
- anonymous 

The history of aircraft modeling is closely linked with the history of aviation. Early experimenters 
often tested their ideas with models rather than risking their lives and fortunes with full sized aircraft. 

It's interesting to note the cause and effect that the two fields of interest have on one another. In 1871 
a young Frenchman, Alphonse Penaud, flew his famous Planophore. This was a rubber-powered 
pusher model. His best-recorded flight was 131 feet. He also made model helicopters, one of which 
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hovered for 26 seconds. 

When United Brethren Bishop Milton Wright bought his sons a small toy flying machine, the boys 
were intrigued. They tried unsuccessfully to duplicate it with larger models. It was their first thinking, 
Orville admitted, about anything to do with flying machines. By the way, the toy was one of Penaud's 
helicopters. 

The public perception that all model aircraft are toys has always been a problem. The late head of the 
Smithsonian Institution, Professor Samuel Pierpont Langley's 1901 gas powered model weighed 58 
pounds. He was discouraged from flying it because some small-minded men, whose names are 
fittingly lost to us, chided the head of so illustrious an institution for fussing with toy airplanes. [1982 
Model Airplane News Annual, 42] 

In 1908 an enterprising 15-year-old designed a rubber-powered model, patented it, and registered its 
trademark "Ayrel." It was a huge success, firmly establishing him in the design and manufacturing 
business. His name was Raymond Loewy, famed industrial designer. In 1915, the Detroit Society of 
Automotive Engineers asked William B. Stout to speak on aviation at its annual banquet. To enliven 
his talk, he took four boys with him from the Chicago Model Club. They flew their model airplanes 
out over the audience. The last model, a flying boat, took off from a big meat platter filled with water 
that had been placed on the speaker's table, and flew the length of the room. Just twelve years after 
the Wright brothers flew at Kitty Hawk an established model airplane club had entertained the 
prestigious Society of Automotive Engineers. [Frank Zaic, Model Airplanes and the American Boy 
Northridge, CA: Model Aeronautic Publications, 1982, 158]. 

During the 1920s a model design called a Twin Pusher was popular. It had an A-frame fuselage and 
rubber bands powered its twin propellers. For more on the Twin Pusher see: 
home.att.net/~dannysoar/home.htm. 

During the formative years of aviation various organizations, and alliances of these organizations 
with industry, served to educate and represent their members. 

The Federation Aeronautique Internationale (FAI) was founded in 1905. Representatives from 
France, Germany and Belgium proposed a federation to the Olympic Congress of Brussels. The 
proposal was well received and an international conference was convened in Paris. Representatives of 
Belgium, France, Germany, Great Britain, Italy, Spain, Switzerland, and the United States agreed to a 
package of statutes. The aims of the FAI were, and are, to "methodically catalog the best 
performances achieved, so that they be known to everybody; to identify their distinguishing features 
so as to permit comparisons to be made; and to verify evidence and thus ensure that record-holders 
have undisputed claims to their titles." They also specified that each national member should retain 
full and autonomous control over its own affairs. www.fai.org/about/ The Aero Club of America was 
formed in the summer of 1905 by a group of automobile enthusiasts interested in mankind's future in 
the air. The club was patterned after the Aero-Club de France, with the objective of promoting 
the"development of aerial navigation." [Tom Crouch, The Bishop's Boys, W. W. Norton, N.Y., 312]. 

The National Aeronautic Association (NAA) traces its roots back to 1905 when the Aero Club of 
America was founded. The NAA was incorporated in 1922 and was the first to issue pilot licenses. 
Original members include Wilbur and Orville Wright, Charles Lindbergh, Jimmie Doolittle, and 
many others of note. www.naa-usa.org/website and click welcome. 

In time the NAA was to play an important role in Model Aviation. It was William B. Stout who 
founded the Airplane Model League of America (AMLA). Stout wrote model building articles in 
1916 for the American Boy magazine. Merrill Hamburg, who worked with Stout, became American 
Boy's model airplane editor in 1927 and the magazine carried a series of model plane construction 
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articles through 1934 as part of the AMLA program. At its peak AMLA had 400,000 members. Frank 
Zaic has reprinted these articles under the title, Model Airplanes and the American Boy 1927-1934. 
Zaic also published other important annual books. These yearbooks published from 1934 to 1938 
contain drawings and comment about significant models during the year. They are time capsules of a 
golden age of model aviation. These and other Zaic books are available from the Academy of Model 
Aeronautics or distributors such as Hannan's Runway. www.hrunway.com. In 1928 the NAA 
designated the American Boy to conduct the indoor and outdoor national contests at Detroit. 

The AMLA phased out in 1934, and NAA took charge of the 1935 national contest for its junior 
members. 

During this period aviator Roscoe Turner joined with William R. Hearst and his newspapers to create 
the Junior Birdmen of America, which became the official NAA committee on model aviation. The 
magazine Model Airplane News published NAA Junior Membership news along with that of the 
International Gas Model Airplane Association (IGMAA). The IGMAA was formed to unify 
opposition to an effort being made by states to outlaw the use of gas model engines. 

In 1938 IGMAA membership was turned over to the newly formed Academy of Model Aeronautics 
and the current organizational structure was in place. 

About this time an established organization called Air Youth of America published a book that 
provided guidance to those who wished to conduct model aircraft competitions. [Model Airplane 
Contests, An Air Youth Guide with Official Rules, New York: D. Appelton-Century Company, 
1940]. The book had descriptions of "informal contests" featuring five models of Air Youth's own 
design. This was followed by "rules for formal or sanctioned contests." These were rules for "the 
sport of flying model aircraft" and, it stated further about the formal rules, "rules governing it for the 
United States have been established by the National Aeronautic Association through the Academy of 
Model Aeronautics". This Air Youth book credits many sources and individuals for "help in the 
preparation of this guide." Individuals mentioned reads like a who's who of early model aviation. 
Charles Grant, editor of Model Airplane News, Walter M. Hall, Boys' Club of America, Al Lewis. 
Secretary of Academy of Model Aeronautics, Irwin Polk, vice-president, Academy of Model 
Aeronautics, and many other notables. 

The Air Youth of America published another book [Building and Flying Model Airplanes, An Air 
Youth Handbook, New York: D. Appleton-Century company, 1943] that described, in great detail, 
the process of constructing a model airplane. Much of the material presented is still applicable today. 
Although the AMA was incorporated in 1938, its current monthly publication, Model Aviation, was 
first published as "the official publication of the American Academy for Model Aeronautics" in New 
York City in June, 1936". It was "devoted to news reports and papers on experimental, theoretical, 
and applied science as employed in model aeronautics." Impressive goals. More on the role of AMA 
and its special interest groups in Chapter 3. 

An event occurred in the 1930s that underscores the importance of model building to national 
defense. In 1915 the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) was established. Its 
charter was "to supervise and direct the scientific study of the problems of flight with a view to their 
practical solution, and to direct and conduct experiments in aerodynamics." 

The course of world events leading up to World War 2 resulted in a major expansion of NACA's 
facilities, including those at Langley Field in Virginia. 

Dr. Edward R. Sharp of NACA took a special interest in model builders. He saw them as a "pool" of 
employees for NACA. He established a program, and had it placed on the U. S. Civil Service 
Register, as Under Aircraft Modelmaker around 1939. Leading up to the war NACA was rushing 
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completion of better and faster wind tunnels. They required huge laminated wooden propellers. 
Pattern making was the closest trade applicable to this project. NACA found that not one 
patternmaking application was on file with the Civil Service Commission. For the first time in the 
history of the Civil Service Commission Doctor Sharp convinced them to set up a civil service job 
classification for any person who had successfully built and flown model airplanes and entered them 
in formal competition with others. NACA was flooded with applications. The man in charge of the 
wind tunnel propeller project was told he would have no grown men, only those young boy modelers 
to work for him. They got the job done, and when NACA management saw the propeller problem 
solved they immediately started placing these boys in just about every important job underway at the 
laboratory. This led to starting the NACA Apprentice Administration. 

The AMA cooperated in recruiting the Under Aircraft Modelmakers. NACA noted that "the vast 
importance of AMA's program of fostering and encouraging model building is clearly demonstrated 
in the performance of these modelmakers in our defense effort." [Model Aviation magazine, March, 
1999, 5] 

Many of those AMLA and AMA members went on to serve their country in the Air Forces during 
World War 2. 

The scenario has been repeated in the 1990s when hobbyists experienced in building and guiding 
radio controlled models contributed to the training of ground based pilots of radio controlled 
reconnaissance drones found so effective in Operation Desert Storm. 

See www.aerovironment.com/area-aircraft/unmanned.html for recent developments in unmanned 
aerial vehicles. Page 2 of this site contains a link to "a paper on the Black Widow's development." 
This outlines dramatic miniaturization of electronic components that benefit radio controlled model 
aviation. 

It is interesting to note that astronaut John Glenn built model airplanes as a boy, as have many others 
prominent in the field of aviation. Aircraft designer Burt Rutan, creator of many innovative designs 
including the first aircraft to fly around the world non-stop, was an active modeler. See his corporate 
Web site for photos of his latest creations. www.scaled.com/ 

Chapter 2 - OVERVIEW

HOW, WHAT, WHERE MODELS ARE FLOWN

You can observe a lot by just watching. 
- Yogi Berra 

2.1 Indoor vs Outdoor - return to top 

Indoor models are flown in a controlled environment. Air currents are usually limited to drafts from 
heating or air conditioning vents or the occasional opening of a door, except for the more prestigious 
contests where even these are eliminated. 

Indoor flying is like flying free inside of a box. Models will occasionally strike the ceiling or a wall. 
Event rules may permit "steering" during competition, using devices like a helium filled balloon on a 
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string to push the model into a safer flight path. 

Length of time aloft (duration) is extended by building models light. In accordance with the laws of 
physics, lightweight models suffer the least damage when they do strike an obstacle. A thirteen inch 
wingspan scale model built using conventional Japanese tissue covering and weighing about 0.8 ounce 
may achieve two minutes duration in the hands of a beginner, while 25.5 inch microfilm covered 
competition models weighing less than 0.1 ounce have achieved over one hour duration. Microfilm 
(nitrocellulose film) covering thickness is about .0000056 inches thick. These gossamer creations are an 
awe-inspiring study in slow motion. 

Rapid advancements in electronic miniaturization and battery efficiency have placed indoor radio 
controlled models, powered by electric motors, within the capability of an experienced modeler. In the 
early days of radio controlled (R/C) models an airborne system's weight was measured in pounds. 
Currently, a complete radio system for a small R/C aircraft can be purchased weighing .85 ounces less 
batteries. That's less than the weight of three 25 cent pieces. See 
www.netlaputa.ne.jp/~kono003/mypage4-z.htm for links to light weight aircraft and related equipment. 

Indoor modelers also fly hand-launched gliders and rubber powered models of every description. They 
are flown free flight or controlled; for fun (sport) or competition. They can fly year around, and they 
have an advantage when it comes to access to a flying site - any gym will do. 

Outdoor modelers experience different challenges. High winds may ground all but the largest and 
heaviest models. At the other extreme, warm days produce updrafts (thermals) that can lift a model out 
of sight and carry it for miles. Free flight models are often equipped with "dethermalizers"; timed 
devices that change the position of flying surfaces to make the model slowly descend. This will happen 
unless the craft becomes "hung" (caught up) in a strong updraft. At this point, it is said to be in the 
hands of Hung, the nemesis of free flight modelers. It has been proven that the various incantations or 
attempts at paying tribute have little or no effect in this situation. Outdoor models are launched into the 
wind to achieve the advantage of the greater lift afforded by the airflow over the wings at the time of 
launch. 

Outdoor models may be flown free, controlled by lines (U-Control), or radio controlled (R/C). They 
may be powered by twisted rubber, CO2 motor, gas engines, a ducted fan gas engine, pulse jet engine, 
turbojet engine, electric motor, or no engine at all (gliders). They may be flown for sport or in 
competition. They may be designed for endurance, aerobatics, speed, or scale. Scale models must 
adhere to the shape and color of a full sized prototype aircraft. 

2.2 Free Flight vs Controlled Flight - return to top 

Free flight models are designed and trimmed (adjusted) to fly in circles in order to restrict the distance 
they travel from the point of the launch, whether from the confines of a field or the walls of an indoor 
site. 

Their power source is timed to achieve a desired height, then shut down to glide to the ground. In the 
case of an indoor free flight model the power is reduced gradually, ideally becoming exhausted at the 
moment of landing. This occurs when a rubber model winds down or an electric motor's battery stops 
producing power. 

Outdoor free flight gliders may be hand launched, hand-pulled aloft by a towline, catapulted aloft using 
a line composed of a cord tied to a length of surgical rubber tubing (Hi-start), or by a powered winch 
that reels in the towline to pull the glider aloft like a kite. The glider flies off the line at the desired 
height and begins a circular flight path. 
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Free Flight modeling is represented by many special interest groups. To see the scope of this activity go 
to the Yahoo Free Flight Web Ring at: www.webring.com and type Free Flight Web Ring and click 
Free Flight Web Ring. Also see: www.mindspring.com/~thayer5/modelhp.html for many related links 
applicable to all categories of model aviation, and www.dvetter.com/FF/ for free flight introduction and 
related links 

U-Controlled models are usually guided by lines extending from a hand held handle to a bellcrank (A 
lever having its fulcrum at the apex of the angle formed by its two arms) within the model. A link from 
the bellcrank extends to the moveable part of the horizontal tail affording an up or down movement that 
results in control of the altitude of the model's circular flight path. 

Single line systems are sometimes used on speed models or additional lines may be used to control 
motor speed or other functions. In addition, electrical signals may be sent along the lines to provide 
added control functions such as wing flaps or aircraft carrier hook position for simulated carrier 
landings, etc. 

Radio control of models enables the flier to guide his aircraft within restricted spaces. Doing so 
however, requires acquiring considerable piloting skills and experience. Ideally, the pilot must visualize 
himself/herself seated in the pilot's seat. When doing so and the model is flying away from you, 
signaling left turn makes the plane fly left. If the model is flying toward you, signaling left turn, the 
plane flies right as viewed from the ground. Unless the plane is flying upside down toward you, in 
which case, left would be left. This requires spatial visualization. Some are born with it, and others 
never acquire it. In addition, good depth perception is required to judge the point that engine power 
should be reduced to glide to a desired point on the landing strip. 

It is possible, with a competent instructor, to start out with a docile trainer plane and learn to fly R/C. 
Perhaps the most "user-friendly" approach would be an "almost-ready-to-fly" (ARF) electric-powered 
R/C "Slow Flyer." However, a beginning modeler who starts with a simple free flight model, learning 
how to balance, trim and adjust the craft for flight, will be far more likely to reduce the learning curve 
for radio control. This means less expense when the inevitable crashes occur. 

The ultimate RC challenge is to fly a small radio controlled plane in a gymnasium. With the availability 
of relatively low cost highly miniaturized equipment, this is being accomplished more than ever before. 

2.3 Endurance vs Scale - return to top 

Endurance models are designed for maximum time aloft. Without any design constraints the model 
would have unlimited power to climb to a desired altitude. It would be light and have a lot of wing area 
to permit an extended glide. But, you guessed it; modelers who fly in competition do have design 
constraints. For a given event upper or lower limits may be specified on: -wingspan or wing area 
-engine size or rubber weight for a rubber powered model -fuselage (body) cross section -construction 
materials permitted -propeller diameter or material -any other limits that may level the playing field 

Despite many years of competition occurring in a given event, a canny competitor may find a loophole 
in the rules and enjoy a short-lived advantage. For example, in the early days the first gas models were 
flown in established rubber powered model contests. It was time for a rules change. 

Scale models are built to resemble a full sized prototype as closely as possible. Since models do not 
behave in flight exactly as full-scale craft, experts in aerodynamics have had to develop a correction 
factor in order to use models in wind tunnels to study full sized aircraft. This correction factor, used to 
compensate for scale effect, is called the Reynolds Number. Often, the horizontal tail may have to be 
increased from exact scale for good model flight, for example. This is usually permitted in scale 
competition. In addition to true scale, proper colors, markings, and size limits, scale event rules also 
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often include endurance requirements. The seasoned competitor, once again, will look for an advantage. 
The solution is to model a prototype that in full scale has the characteristics best suited for model 
performance. When maximum wingspan is specified, look for a full-scale plane with a wide wing 
(chord) to get the most wing area, giving the model the best lift performance. Eventually certain full-
scale selections may be banned, again to level the playing field. In some contests all competitors are 
required to model the same prototype. 

2.4 Competition vs Sport - return to top 

Competition occurs in any of the categories covered so far, but it turns out that more modelers fly for 
personal enjoyment (sport) than those who compete. When flying a rubber powered model in the quiet 
air of dawn or dusk, the modeler will try to improve upon past performance. It could be said that one is 
actually competing with oneself. 

A recent development in model aviation is the fun fly. Modelers attend these events to compare notes 
on design, and fly without the pressures of competition. These events have had a pronounced effect on 
the rapid acceptance of electric powered flight. But even in these low-key meetings, competitive fun 
events are flown. A mass launch of many attendees to see who lands last, or who can fly under the 
lowest horizontal bar (limbo), for example. 

2.5 Other Types - return to top 

Two examples of other challenging types of models are helicopters and ornithopters. 

Model helicopters are gaining in popularity, powered by either gas engines or electric motors. It 
requires skill to fly these craft because like most RC models you must think ahead or the model will get 
ahead of your ability to control it. You can't just stop and think, soon I'll make a certain move, because 
with your hands on the controls every slight movement of hands creates an immediate response from 
the model. 

Model ornithopters are propelled by the flapping of wings. Early experimenters studied the flight of 
birds and achieved some limited success with the wing flapping approach. A small but dedicated group 
of present day modelers enjoy the challenge of making ornithopters fly. 

Chapter 3
THE NETWORK OF ORGANIZATIONS

There was an important job to be done and Everybody was asked to do it. Everybody was sure that 
Somebody would do it. Anybody could have done it, but Nobody did it. Somebody got angry about that! 

After all, it was Everybody's job. Everybody thought Anybody could do it, but Nobody realized that 
Everybody wouldn't do it. It ended up that Everybody blamed Somebody because Nobody had wound 

up doing what Anybody could have done! - Anon. 

Introduction - return to top 
In Chapter 2 we looked at what people do when they become involved with model aviation. Now we 
will examine the organizational structure that has evolved to deal with this very diversified hobby/sport. 

At the international level the Federation Aeronautique Internationale (FAI) is the world air sports 
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federation. In its role of establishing control and certification of world aeronautical records it establishes 
regulations for air sporting events which are organized by member countries. 
www.fai.org/aeromodelling/. The FAI lists National Aeromodelling Federations for many countries at: 
start.fai.org/model-federations 

In the case of the sport of model aviation the FAI issues a Sporting Code. In section 4c Aeromodels, 
rules are specified for competition in Free Flight, Control Line, Radio Control, Scale, and Radio Control 
Electric Powered models. Sub categories are specified for each of the above. For example, eleven 
subcategories are listed under the heading Free Flight. Copies of the FAI Sporting Code may be 
downloaded from the Internet site above or purchased from the Academy of Model Aeronautics. 

Sport aviation is represented by the National Aeronautic Association (NAA) at the national level in the 
United States. The NAA recognizes eight organizations as the governing bodies of their respective air 
sports www.naa-usa.org/website/. One of these is the Academy of Model Aeronautics (AMA), the 
official governing body for model aviation. 

To view AMA's competition regulations see www.modelaircraft.org/ and click Competitions and click 
Documents/Forms and click Document 334. 

Special Interest Groups (SIGs) have been formed to represent the needs and desires of their members. 
Most are recognized by AMA. Those that are not are noted with an asterisk. They assist and advise 
AMA. To navigate the AMA website to the SIGs recognized by AMA, proceed as follows: 
www.modelaircraft.org/ and click About AMA and click Special Interest Groups. 

When modelers gather to engage in competition (a meet) they compete in specialized events in which 
the configuration of the model and the flying procedures are specified. These rules and regulations are 
prepared by the entity that sanctions the event within the meet. To summarize, a given meet can contain 
events that are flown by differing rules established by the FAI, AMA, AMA recognized SIGs, and Non-
AMA recognized SIGs. 

The actual membership of any of these organizations is made up of clubs. These local clubs serve to 
promote their element of the hobby, to serve the needs of their members and most importantly to 
inform, and recruit from, the public. 

Many rulebooks place event descriptions in categories according to the power source to be used in the 
model aircraft. I will use the power source of the models to categorize the SIGs that play such an 
important role as part of the network that governs model aviation. 

3.1 Rubber Power - return to top 
Model aircraft powered by rubber "motors" have served as excellent training devices for beginners for 
many years. They are inexpensive to build and repair, which is an important factor as the novice 
develops trimming, adjusting and flying skills. These activities often result in "unplanned impacts". 

Rubber models are clean and quiet in operation. This helps modelers get and keep flying sites. The 
Marin Aero Club Web site provides an introductory overview of model aircraft construction at: 
www.mindspring.com/~thayer5/ and click my model aviation page and click Marin aero club info and 
click wonderful guideline. 

A wide variety of model events and applications have been established by enthusiastic special interest 
groups (SIGs). The following SIGs play a significant role in defining and running rubber model events. 

3.1.1 Flying Aces Club (FAC)* - return to top 
Although the FAC Headquarters has a small official Web site at flyingacesclub.net/ some chapters, 
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called squadrons, of the organization do maintain more extensive sites as follows: www.windysock.net 
features a monthly newsletter on the Internet. A file of past articles provides a treasure trove of 
information for the modeler. Downloadable plans are also included. users.netropolis.net/chill/index.htm 
and click flying aces facts is an overview of the club users.netropolis.net/chill/index.htm and click FAC 
squadron list provides contact information for 51 squadrons 

home.att.net/~dannysoar3/GAM.htm is a home page said to represent the original FAC club Some of 
the following comments are taken from the "Flying Aces Facts" listed above. 

Many of the modelers of the 1930s are still alive and they are keeping the tradition alive by building and 
flying stick and tissue models. Fortunately, they are attracting some of the younger population at a rate, 
which will probably keep the art and technology alive for some time. This group takes its name from a 
popular modeling/aviation magazine of the 1930s called "Flying Aces". This magazine was a collection 
of modeling articles, aviation history articles, and articles of sheer fiction and fantasy. 

The Flying Aces members number over 1500 and are organized in squadrons. The club headquarters 
publishes a rulebook and also a newsletter six times a year. The newsletter contains contest information, 
technical material and plans for building models. 

To apply for membership write to: FAC-GHQ 
3301 Cindy Lane 
Erie, PA 16506 
The cost is $15.00 per year in the U. S. and Canada 
overseas the cost is $20.00 per year. 

Current FAC membership exceeds 1,500, and no less than 194 made their way to Geneseo, NY to 
participate in the annual national contest for the year 2000. Many more came as spectators. 

The aircraft flown consist primarily of scale stick and tissue, rubber-powered models. FAC competition 
is designed to encourage modelers to build good-looking aircraft that fly well. The score one receives in 
a FAC event is based upon fidelity to scale, workmanship, and flight duration. The flight duration score 
is handicapped by the type and complexity of the model. For example, a highwing monoplane receives 
no handicap points while a biplane receives 15 handicap points. Further details may be seen on George 
A. Bredehoft's web page. flyingacesclub.net/volare/facrules.htm 

3.1.2 National Free Flight Society (NFFS) - return to top 
freeflight.org/ The NFFS states on it's web site, "To preserve, promote and enhance interest in the sport 
and hobby of Free Flight model aircraft in all its forms." NFFS sponsors regional and national free flight 
competitions, publishes a monthly magazine, and conducts an annual symposium where the best ideas 
and scientific developments of the sport are presented and published. 

NFFS runs the AMA free flight events in the annual indoor and outdoor National Competition (NATS) 
for the AMA. 

The NFFS also has a special rulebook that governs certain Nostalgia Events. These competitions are to 
be flown with specific models designed in past years. In addition NFFS has a Special Events rulebook 
that refers to events governed by other SIGs. 

3.1.3 Society of Antique Modelers (SAM) - return to top 
www.antiquemodeler.org/index2.html 
The spirit of the organization is best described in the SAM "Preamble": "The competition flying of free 
flight and R/C model aircraft of vintage design is intended to be casual, enjoyable and interesting for 
both competitor and spectator alike. It is neither desired to advance the state-of-the-art of aeromodeling, 
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per se, other than to increase participation in the sport generally, nor to reprove again that which is 
already recorded in aeromodeling history books. The intent of these rules is to categorize the basic types 
of vintage models and establish an equitable and simple framework of regulations for competition 
purposes. 

Therefore, model designs that revolutionize flight competition and necessitated the formation of two 
basic classifications, Antique and Old Timer are expected to compete in the Old Timer Events." 

In the Antique category models must be powered with the original ignition-type gas engines from the 
period. As a result, SAM members are very interested in the Model Engine Collectors Association 
www.modelengine.org/index.htm. However, since the availability of old engines has dried up, modern 
replicas of these engines are accepted in SAM competition. 

A look at the SAM Rule Book- www.antiquemodeler.org/SAM_rules1998-99.htm reveals that SAM 
competition also includes glow plug ignition, rubber power, hand-launched gliders, towline gliders and 
compressed air motors. The Special Events Section includes the use of electric motor power, and there 
is even an event that permits "R/C assist"!! But it must be emphasized that old designs are the rule, and 
the best old time designs show up in large numbers at contests. SAM has over 5,000 members with 
chapters around the world. 

3.1.4 Ornithopter Society (OS)* - return to top 
www.ornithopter.org/flapflight 
The Ornithopter Society, founded in 1983, is an international group of hobbyists and researchers 
interested in flapping-wing flight. Many of its members build successful models that fly in the same 
way as birds. 

Full-scale ornithopters piloted by humans have a reputation for futility, but miniature ornithopters are 
receiving close scrutiny for military applications. 

See http://www.ornithopter.org/flapflight/home.html and click how birds fly for an explanation of how 
birds fly. A selection of successful model kits is found atmembers.tripod.com/ornitech/products.html. 
Ornithopter models are not for beginners. Experienced modelers may enjoy their unique challenge. 

3.1.5 Science Olympiad (SO)* - return to top 
www.msoly.org/elementary 
www.msoly.org/ (secondary) 
The Science Olympiad is an international nonprofit organization devoted to improving the quality of 
science education, increasing student interest in science and providing recognition for outstanding 
achievement in science education by both students and teachers. The SO began when Dr. Gerard J. Putz, 
regional science consultant for Macomb County Intermediate School District in Michigan, invited John 
C. Cairns, State Science Supervisor for Delaware Department of Instruction, to share the SO program 
with Macomb County educators in 1982. A program was developed patterned after similar events in 
Delaware, Pennsylvania, and North Carolina. Two events were designed and conducted with 
considerable success in 1984. 

Science Olympiad events are tournaments consisting of rigorous academic interscholastic competitions 
featuring individual and team events. Currently there are 33 different events distributed among three 
broad goal areas of science education. 

For our purposes, we will focus on the area of "Science Application and Technology" and more 
specifically on the event called, "The Wright Stuff." The event description states, "Students will design 
and build a propeller propelled aerodynamic device for the greatest time aloft." This translates to an 
indoor rubber-powered, stick and tissue model with a stick fuselage and built-up flying surfaces. 
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Students are mentored by volunteer experienced modelers and teachers during the construction and 
flying sessions. 

There are now over 13,500 k-12 schools participating in the SO in all 50 states and Ontario, Canada. Of 
these, it is estimated that 30,000 students are involved with the "Wright Stuff" event each year. This 
exposure to the basics of model aviation and aerodynamics can have a profound impact on the field of 
aviation if adequate follow-up is taken to assure that some of these students continue to learn more 
about design and technology through the hobby/sport of model aviation. Details of the SO model 
approach are covered in Chapter 6 at 6.2. 

3.2 Gas Power/ Free Flight - return to top 
For discussion purposes the term Gas Power is applied to any two or four stroke engine fueled by its 
own appropriate blend of fuel. Gas engines are used in most model aircraft applications. They were first 
used to power free flying models. As it became possible to control models by wire or radio, free flight 
gas model event participation has been reduced. However, the following SIGs contain dedicated 
modelers who enjoy diverse events and applications that have stood the test of time. 

Modern model gas engines are easier to start and operate than in the past due to the use of electric 
starters and better engine design, plugs and fuel. However, they must be handled with respect when it 
comes to the safety of the modeler and spectators. 

3.2.1 National Association of Scale Aeromodelers (NASA) - return to top 
www.scaleaero.com/amascale.htm and click nasa 
NASA was formed in 1977 at the AMA National Contest held in California. It was created to 
encourage, promote, and advance all phases of scale aeromodeling including Free Flight, Control Line, 
and Radio Control. 

NASA is the host of the annual AMA Scale National Championship. This event is held at the AMA 
National Flying Site in Muncie, Indiana. All AMA scale classes for Control Line and Radio Control are 
held at this event. 

Scale modelers require detailed information on the full-scale aircraft that they choose to replicate. 
NASA has a Scale Data Source List that all new members receive upon joining. NASA publishes a 
newsletter called Replica that is distributed to NASA members worldwide. 

NASA's Web site boasts 400,000 documentation resources. It enables one to post model related 
questions, and covers the status of competition related activities. Their Documentation Links list covers 
two pages. It includes links to Aviation Databases, Museums, Paint Scheme Data, and much more. From 
the Web site above click NASA, tech services, documentation resources, and Scale Aero's 
documentation links 

3.2.2 National Free Flight Society (NFFS) See 3.1.2 

3.2.3 Society of Antique Modelers (SAM) See 3.1.3 

3.2.4 Ornithopter Society (OS) See 3.1.4 

3.3 Gas Power/Control Line - return to top 
In the past, modelers who built finely detailed scale models of full sized aircraft turned to flight control 
by means of wires (Control Line) to minimize flight damage. Speed flyers also needed control to tame 
models powered by large gas engines or pulse jet engines. As radio control systems matured, control 
line flying activity dropped considerably. However, new applications such as simulated combat and 
precision aerobatics have revived the sport somewhat. See related Web sites at: 
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home.att.net/~philbrown36641s5/clhomepage.html 
and 
www.luminet.net/~bkuhl/control.htm. 

3.3.1 National Association of Scale Aeromodelers (NASA) See 3.2.1 

3.3.2 National Control Line Racing Association (NCLRA) - return to top 
www.nclra.org 
The NCLRA is the official AMA recognized SIG for control line racing. The purpose of the SIGs events 
is to fly models in direct competition in preliminary heat races leading to feature (final) races. The term 
direct competition means that two, or in some events three, fliers share the center of the control line 
circle within a circle of five-foot radius and fly their models in a counterclockwise direction. 

The control line racing unified rules for six different AMA events may be seen at: 
www.nclra.org and click racing rules. 

3.3.3 Navy Carrier Society (NCS) - return to top 
clflyer.tripod.com 
The NCS is the AMA recognized SIG for Control Line Carrier Flyers. In this group of control line 
events the pilots fly a timed high-speed segment for one half mile. This is followed by a timed low 
speed segment. The next segment of the flight is the landing. The landing is performed upon a simulated 
aircraft carrier flight deck. Maximum landing points are awarded for landing in a normal attitude and 
stopped by the arresting hook. 

High speeds attained average 70 to 120 mph. Low speeds may be 4 to 8 mph. The flight score is 
determined by the combined performance of all three-flight segments. 

3.3.4 Model Aircraft Combat Association (MACA) - return to top 
www.aerovents.com/maca/macaframebody.shtml 
MACA is the AMA recognized SIG for control line combat. It promotes the sport of control line combat 
by dissemination of information through their newsletter and web site. 

Control line combat simulates full size air-to-air combat. Two models are flown in the same circle, 
during the same five-minute time period. Each aircraft is equipped with a crepe paper streamer attached 
using a string leader. Each pilot attempts to cut his opponent's streamer. Points are awarded for each cut, 
or to cut the string leader itself, called a kill. 

3.3.5 Precision Aerobatics Model Pilot's Association (PAMPA) - return to top 
www.zianet.com/pampaeditor/ 
PAMPA is the AMA recognized SIG for control line stunts. PAMPA has about 2,500 members in 35 
countries. A newsletter called Stunt News is published bi-monthly. 

The control line precision aerobatics pattern is a series of flight maneuvers that are scored according to 
geometric perfection. When the pattern calls for a repeated maneuver, the repetitions must all be in the 
same place. Each of the fourteen maneuvers is awarded a score, which is added to points awarded for 
the appearance of the model. 

The PAMPA Web site is an excellent example of what a SIG web site should contain. You will find 
information on getting started in building models and on flying them. Links to related sites are also 
provided. Other related links are found at: 
www.windyurtnowski.com/. 

3.3.6 North American Speed Society (NASS) - return to top 
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www.angelfire.com/fl/yspeed/index.html (this is not a typo) 
The title of the above web site is C/L Speed Review. The stated purpose of the society is to reach out to 
novice modelers interested in control line speed, and to promote NASS. It consists of 37 pages of 
insight regarding control line racing. 

3.4 Gas Power/Radio Control - return to top 
As modeler's skills mature more are turning to radio control (R/C). Although the cost of sophisticated 
radio equipment was never lower compared to its capability, one piloting error can result in hundreds of 
dollars of damage to the aircraft. This is why one should approach R/C flight after accumulating 
experience with free flight models, or at least begin with the aid of a competent R/C instructor. The 13 
SIGs listed below are evidence of the diversity and popularity of this phase of model aviation. Despite 
the noise reduction afforded by better muffler systems, flying sites are dwindling as suburbs replace the 
wide-open fields of the past. It should be noted that gas-powered models are limited to outdoor flying. 

Related Web sites: 
www.fmadirect.com radio control components, links and frequently asked questions. 
www.gettingstartedinrc.com and click planes 
www.charlesriverrc.org/ getting started and links 
www.uoguelph.ca/~antoon/index.htm extensive links 

3.4.1 Jet Pilot's Organization (JPO) - return to top 
www.jetpilots.org/ 
JPO is the AMA recognized SIG for ducted fan and turbine powered operation. The JPO was founded to 
promote and advance ducted fan and turbine- powered technology for the sport, recreation and 
fellowship of those interested in the design, construction, and flight of jet powered aircraft. The JPO 
will represent the interests of its members in areas of competition, safety, and technology development. 

A ducted fan model is powered by a gas engine or electric motor turning a bladed fan within a duct, 
which is inside a fuselage or nacelle. 

A turbine model is powered by a miniature turbojet engine similar in principle to one found on a full-
scale jet aircraft. 

The JPO Web site includes links to other jet-related sites. It also contains the text of the organization's 
bylaws and constitution. JPO also has a newsletter for members only, and an official publication called 
Contrails. 

3.4.2 International Radio Controlled Helicopter Association (IRCHA) - return to top 
www.ircha.org/ 
IRCHA was founded in 1989 to promote model helicopter aviation. IRCHA is the AMA recognized 
group for radio controlled helicopters. The group publishes the IRCHA Bulletin on a monthly basis. 

Radio controlled helicopters are powered by gas model engines, and recently also by electric motors. 
The Web site above features links to many helicopter-related Web sites. 

A related site: 
www.helifever.com/ and click beginners guide a brief guide for beginners contemplating helicopter 
modeling 

3.4.3 R/C Combat Association (RCCA) - return to top 
www.rccombat.com/ 
RCCA is the AMA recognized group for radio controlled combat. In the WW2 Fighter Combat event 
the model must be a 1/12-scale replica of a Pursuit, Fighter or Attack Aircraft produced or in service 
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between 1935 and 1955. The model must resemble its full-scale counterpart. No more than plus or 
minus 5% deviation from overall scale outline is allowed. 

The aircraft model will be provided with a crepe-paper streamer 30 feet long attached to the model by a 
cotton string extending at least 5 feet from the tail of the model. 

Combat duration lasts 7 minutes, during which 4 or more aircraft are flown against each other. Points 
are awarded for each streamer cut accomplished by a pilot. 

A complete set of rules for WW2 Fighter Combat will be found at: 
www.rccombat.com/asp/rules/704705_rules.asp 
RCCA rules for an Open Combat event are at: 
www.rccombat.com/asp/rules/open_rules.htm. 

3.4.4 National Competition Fun Fly Association (NCFFA) - return to top 
www.ncffafunfly.org/ 
The NCFFA is an AMA SIG formed to promote competitive fun fly activities. You can find the 
competition rules at the above link and click rules The rules feature R/C activities such as roll-loop-spin 
tasks and mission tasks such as spot landing and balloon burst. All selected to provide competitive fun 
in a low-key environment. 

3.4.5 Vintage R/C Society (VR/CS) - return to top 

VR/CS is an AMA recognized SIG that is dedicated to the preservation of Radio Control history, and 
the achievements of those electronic and airframe design pioneers that made R/C the best hobby/sport in 
the world. 

VR/CS presents awards annually to outstanding contributors and innovators in the hobby. Such 
individuals are inducted into the Vintage R/C Society Radio Control Hall of Fame. 

3.4.6 International Miniature Aircraft Association (IMAA) - return to top 
www.fly-imaa.org/ 
IMAA is the AMA recognized group for the non-competitive sport of building and flying large-sized 
model airplanes. Recognized in 1983, it is the largest AMA SIG. The concept of large or giant scale is 
generally considered to apply to R/C model aircraft with minimum wingspans of 80 inches for 
monoplanes and 60 inches for multi-wing planes. 

Quarter (1/4) scale replicas or larger which do not fit the size requirements are permitted. All this makes 
the miniature in the organization's name somewhat of an oxymoron. 

The IMAA Web site includes a history of the organization and numerous links. IMAA publishes the 
High Flight magazine. 

Related Web site: www.fly-giantrc.org/ 
Extensive links and reference to a mailing list - GiantscaleRC. 

3.4.7 International Miniature Aerobatic Club (IMAC) - return to top 
www.mini-iac.com/main.asp 
IMAC is the AMA recognized SIG of R/C aerobatics. IMAC is dedicated to duplicating full-scale 
aerobatics with R/C aircraft in a realistic manner that is challenging for the contestants as well as 
interesting for the spectators. Power may be gas or electric. The Web site contains applicable contest 
rules. Compulsory aerobatic sequences change each year and are printed in the AMA publication Model 
Aviation each spring. Competitions are held in Basic, Sportsman, Advanced and Unlimited categories. 
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Membership stands at 1,000. 

3.4.8 National Association of Scale Aeromodelers (NASA) See 3.2.1 

3.4.9 National Miniature Pylon Racing Association (NMPRA) - return to top 
www.nmpra.org/ 
NMPRA is the AMA recognized SIG for R/C pylon racing. The ability to control a model airplane in 
three dimensions provided the impetus of R/C pylon racing, as we know it today. The initial rules were 
presented to the AMA R/C Committee in 1956. AMA rules were finalized in 1959. In the mid-sixties 
there was a desire to race scale model aircraft simultaneously over a triangular course similar to full size 
Goodyear Racers flown in the late forties. R/C pylon racing has developed into three classes or events 
that are separated by aircraft requirements, engine specifications, fuel restrictions and course length. 

The AMA recognizes five classes of R/C pylon racing for U. S. competition. All are intended for multi-
channel R/C aircraft powered by conventional two-stroke glow engines. The task consists of an ROG 
(rise off ground) takeoff (or in the case of Π A, a hand launch) followed by left turns around a closed 
course marked by pylons. For more information see: home.san.rr.com/thedrewpages/ and click racers 
reference 

3.4.10 Scale Warbird Racing Association (SWRA) - return to top 
www.warbirdracing.com 
The SWRA was formed for those individuals who are interested in the thrill, excitement, and nostalgia 
of racing radio controlled model aircraft of piston-driven warbirds and replicas of the Unlimited Reno 
Racers. 

SWRA serves as an AMA SIG to develop and update unified rules, coordinate racing dates for events, 
and maintain national season point totals for member competitors in the fixed bracket-racing format. 

3.4.11 Unlimited Scale Racing Association (USRA) - return to top 
www.usrainfo.org/main.htm 
USRA serves as an AMA SIG as the official sanctioning and rules body for the sport of Giant Scale Air 
Racing. Founded in 1994, the purpose of the USRA is to provide a set of racing rules and procedures 
and to separate those racing rules and procedures from the promotional aspects of the racing event 
organizers. 

The USRA serves to advance the sport of giant scale air racing in the areas of competition, safety and 
technology development for the benefit of those persons interested in the design, construction and flight 
of giant scale racing aircraft. 

Giant scale air racing is patterned after the Reno National Air Races as a way to bring the excitement, 
sound, color and history of air racing up close to the public and the world of radio control enthusiasts. 
Speeds well in excess of 200 mph make giant scale air racing one of the fastest motor sports in the 
world. 

USRA racing encompasses 6 classes. The heavyweights are the Unlimited and Experimental classes 
where the maximum aircraft weight (wet) is 55 pounds. USRA racing rules, race course specifications 
and related web site links are linked to: 
www.usrainfo.org/sidebar.htm 

A related web site that provides an overview and five pages of links of interest is: 
www.hyperflight.net/. 

3.4.12 National Society of Radio Controlled Aerobatics (NSRCA) - return to top 
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www.nsrca.org/ 
NSRCA is the AMA recognized SIG for aerobatic pattern flyers in the U. S. Although the stated 
primary direction of the NSRCA is pattern, it welcomes all aspects of aerobatics and associated 
information as part of the "richness of being a society." The society feels that, "Our product is contests 
and judges to find out how good we have become at the sport." 

The NSRCA publishes a newsletter called the "K-Factor". Links to related web sites are found at: 
www.nsrca.org/hot_links/hot_links.htm 

3.4.13 Senior Pattern Association (SPA) - return to top 
www.seniorpattern.com 
SPA is the AMA recognized SIG for aerobatic pattern flyers that like to fly pattern as it was done in the 
1960s and 1970s. SPA events are divided into groups according to the pilot's age: 
Pre Senior - Up to 45 
Senior - 45 to 65 
Super Senior - 65 and Up 

Events are further divided into Patterns and Antique. Pattern model designs must have been designed 
and flown before January 1, 1976. Antique model designs must have been designed prior to January 1, 
1965. Patterns are divided into Expert, Sportsman and Novice. Antique is divided into Expert and 
Sportsman. 

3.5 Jet Power - return to top 
Jet powered models must be controlled in flight because of the high speeds involved. Once only 
possible by control line, the use of radio control has become increasingly popular. Most modelers use 
gas engines turning a ducted fan for propulsion. A slowly growing number fly turbine-powered aircraft. 
The cost of turbine engines plus the necessary ground support equipment limits this complex sport to 
technically proficient modelers. 

3.5.1 United States Radio Controlled Jet Command (USRCJC)* - return to top 
www.usrcjc.org/ 
USRCJCs sole interest is expressed in its name. It is the flying of radio controlled models of jet aircraft 
including those that are turbine powered or gas or electric ducted fans. (See JPO for definitions). The 
goal of USRCJC is to support all R/C jet modelers worldwide with the most current news and 
technology to further the sport of r/c jets. Membership is international. 

For ducted fan information on techniques, plans and forums see: 
www.usrcjc.org/ducted_fans.htm. 

For turbine information on techniques and forums see: 
www.usrcjc.org/turbine_corner.htm. 

For tech support and how-to information see: 
www.usrcjc.org/howto.htm 
or related Web links see: 
www.usrcjc.org/links.htm. 

3.5.2 Gas Turbine Builder's Association (GTBA)* - return to top 
www.gtba.cnuce.cnr.it/ 
GTBA was formed in 1995 to encourage the exchange of information relating to the construction and 
operation of model gas turbines. Members are encouraged to contribute their ideas, experiences and 
developments to the bi-monthly newsletter. Information is regularly updated on sources of material and 
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services available from individual members. 

Reports from qualified engineers within GTBA have been commissioned on turbine wheel structural 
safety and on the burst shielding of turbine wheels. 

The GTBA is an advisory body, which provides technical assistance to its members and to other 
organizations. The British Model Flying Association has appointed the GTBA as a specialist body with 
representation through the BFMA R/C Power Technical Committee to the BFMA Technical Council. 

The Web site features pictures of member's turbines. The reader is cautioned that this activity is for 
qualified technical personnel and is not intended for the novice without expert supervision. 

3.5.3 Jet Pilot's Organization (JPO) See 3.4.1 

3.5.4 National Control Line Racing Association (NCLRA) See 3.3.2 

3.5.5 North American Speed Society (NASS) See 3.3.6 

3.6 Electric Power/Indoor - return to top 
The use of electricity to power model aircraft is growing rapidly. This is due to advances in battery 
technology and miniaturization of electronic equipment used to control the aircraft. This has made 
electric-power indoor flying practical. The clean, quiet operation is compatible with relatively small 
indoor sites such as gymnasiums. 

Modelers have learned from the growing pains of the past and have organized to ensure that this 
element of the hobby is off to a good start. This is evidenced by the two council SIGs listed below. 

3.6.1 National Electric Aircraft Council (NEAC) - return to top 
www.electricaircraft.org/ 
NEAC is the AMA SIG for electric flight. NEACs objectives include: Offering advice, service and 
assistance concerning the building and flying of electric-powered aircraft such as: 

• Offering advice to AMAs Executive Council about competition rules and conduct of such 
competitions. 

• Providing volunteer staff to support the AMA National competition for electric-powered flight. 
• Encouraging and assisting in new technology development, education and training modelers in 

the techniques of this power source. 

3.6.2 National Indoor Remote Controlled Aircraft Council (NIRAC) - return to top 
nirac.org/ 
NIRAC is the AMA recognized SIG for indoor R/C flying. Control is accomplished by means of 
equipment operating on AMA/FCC approved radio frequencies and by equipment operating on infra red 
frequency. Power for these models usually includes electric motors, CO2 motors and twisted rubber. 

NIRACs mission is to provide order to this fast-growing sport by offering advice about rules and 
regulations guiding the sport. 

Related Web links will be found at: 
nirac.org/ and click industry links 
www.homefly.com/home.htm 
www.mentornet.org/WES.htm 
www.rcmicroflight.com/. 
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3.6.3 National Free Flight Society (NFFS) See 3.1.2 

3.7 Electric Power/Outdoor - return to top 
As with indoor electric power above, the quiet operation of this power source helps to retain flying sites. 
It has been found possible to use electric power for helicopters and ducted fan jets. This, when a few 
years ago modelers struggled to get free flight electric models to gain altitude. 

Very light R/C electric-powered models have been introduced recently. These "slow flyers" and "park 
flyers' may well be the needed gradual transition from free flight to R/C, providing an introduction to 
R/C modeling. 

Related Web sites: 
loke.as.arizona.edu/~ckulesa/flight.html an introduction to electric flight 
www.astroflight.com electric motors and related products. 
www.batteriesamerica.com/ 
www.ezonemag.com/links/ extensive links 
home.ptd.net/~rcm65/ Dick Miller's list of the combinations of electrical components that work together 
for specific model aircraft 
eflight.hedlunds.net/KMeyersEFO/page2.htm - Ampeer newsletter 
www.mtm-int.com micro electric components and know-how. 
www.repairfaq.org/ELE/F_NiCd_Battery.html frequently asked questions about Nickel Cadmium 
batteries. 
et.nmsu.edu/~etti/fall97/electronics/solder.html primer on hand soldering. 
www.mtm-int.com/products/knowhow_capacitors.htm soldering noise suppression capacitors. 

3.7.1 National Electric Aircraft Council (NEAC) See 3.6.1 

3.7.2 International Radio Control Helicopter Association (IRCHA) See 3.4.2 

3.7.3 National Free Flight Society (NFFS) See 3.1.2 

3.7.4 Society of Antique Modelers (SAM) See 3.1.3 

3.7.5 National Competition Fun Fly Association (NCFFA) See 3.4.4 

3.7.6 United States Radio Controlled Jet Command (USRCJC) See 3.5.1 

3.8 Unpowered/Indoor - return to top 
Unpowered indoor flight consists primarily of hand-launched or catapult launched gliders. A catapult 
consists of a length of rubber attached to a hand-held dowel at one end and a model hook at the other. 
This has enabled many seniors to compete on a level playing field with younger, more athletic, flyers. 

A free flight hand launched (or catapult) glider site with plans will be found at: 
www.indoorfreeflight.com/gliders.htm. 

3.8.1 National Free Flight Society (NFFS) See 3.1.2 

3.8.2 International Plastic Modeler's Society (IPMS/USA)* - return to top 
www.ipmsusa.org/ 
This is a valuable resource for scale model aircraft builders of all types. A well-engineered plastic 
model kit can supplement the information regarding the shape and surface detail normally found on a 3-
view drawing. Another area of interest is the wealth of information on color and markings that this site 
provides or can lead to. 
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Another related Web site: www.hyperscale.com/ aircraft reference pages. 

3.9 Unpowered/Outdoor - return to top 
As with unpowered indoor models, this category is involved with gliders. Small hand-launched gliders 
and large R/C hand-launched gliders. Also, gliders towed aloft by line, by high start (rubber surgical 
tubing tied to a line), by winch and by gas-powered model aircraft. Gliders are flown for hours on the 
updraft associated with sloped terrain. The most sophisticated flight consists of seeking out updrafts 
(thermals) to sustain extended cross-country glider flights. 

3.9.1 National Free Flight Society (NFFS) See 3.1.2 

3.9.2 Society of Antique Modelers (SAM) See 3.1.3 

3.9.3 League of Silent Flight (LSF) - return to top 
www.silentflight.org/ 
LSF is the AMA SIG for r/c soaring. Established in 1969, it provides collective identification for r/c 
sailplane enthusiasts. It's an international organization of over 7,500 modelers located in 31 countries. 

LSF has a soaring accomplishment program that consists of a set of successively harder tasks that 
measure the pilot's skill and knowledge. The program is organized into five levels of achievement 
featuring duration, precision and success in competition. For example, Level 1 requires the pilot to keep 
the glider aloft for 5 minutes. By level 5 the requirement is extended to 2 hours. Details of the tasks 
required at all 5 levels may be seen at: www.silentflight.org/lsf_base/tasks.htm 

Related Web sites: 
www.fatlion.com/sailplanes/sailplanes.html getting started in R/C sailplanes 
kohlin.com/air/soar-faq.htm soaring frequently asked questions 
users.iafrica.com/s/st/stevemac/afc/ssoar.html how slope soaring works 
rc-soaring.dominodeveloper.net/ R/C soaring links 
www.charlesriverrc.org/ R/C soaring tips and links 
www.rcsoaring.com/ manufacturer/vendor listing 

3.9.4 International Scale Soaring Association (ISSA)* - return to top 
www.soaringissa.org/ 
ISSA is however, an AMA chartered club specializing in R/C scale model gliders. ISSA sponsors scale 
events, helps locate documentation for full-scale prototypes and provides information on building and 
flying scale gliders. Three pages of related web links can be seen at: www.soaringissa.org and click 
links 

3.10 Collector Organizations - return to top 

3.10.1 Model Engine Collectors Association (MECA) 
www.modelengine.org/index.htm 
MECA is the AMA recognized SIG for model engine collectors. The purpose of MECA is to promote 
the interests of model engine collecting as a recreational, educational and historical recording activity. 

MECA exists to supply information, assistance and services to the association's members. It issues 
publications including a periodical listing of wanted and available items associated with the hobby and 
within the membership. 

MECA provides governing rules as a basic code of ethics for all sales, trades and transactions of items 
related to the hobby involving the association's members. 
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For the definitions of engine condition classifications see: 
www.modelengine.org/ecc.htm 

3.10.2 Kits and Plans Antiquitous (KAPA)* - return to top 
See the listing for KAPA on the Cottage Wings Web site at: 
www.gj.net/~regiaero/cottagewings.html 
Kits and Plans Antiquitous is for those who want to preserve and exchange old wood model plans and 
kits, and to save the history of individuals and companies that created them. Members can advertise 
"wanted, "for sale", or "trade" at no cost. 

Chapter 4
SOURCES OF INFORMATION

If you can't afford to do something right, then be darn sure you can afford to do it wrong. 
- Charlie Nelson 

One of the many attractive aspects of model aviation is the wealth of useful knowledge one can 
accumulate from participation in the hobby/sport. Those who have taken part in modeling over a life 
span freely admit they are still learning. Your most accessible sources will depend upon where you 
live, but whether it's in a city or on a remote farm, information is available. 

4.1 Local Sources 
Check your Telephone Yellow Pages for the nearest local hobby shop. In this era of corporate 
mergers, they are scarce, but if you have one, support it. Ask the owner about area model clubs, 
flying fields, or anyone you might turn to as a mentor. Talk to the principle of your local High 
School. Does the school have any model building programs? Get the names of science or drafting 
teachers. Many have had modeling experience. 

In the past modelers have patiently added to their knowledge by reading monthly model building 
magazines. Many still do. They feature plans and projects to stimulate the imagination. They also 
identify the latest books in their advertisements and book reviews. The books currently available on 
model aviation are among the best ever written on the subject. If you can't afford to buy the books 
check your local library. If they don't have them, ask about interlibrary loan. If the book is available 
at a public or school library that participates in the interlibrary loan system (most do), it can be sent to 
your library for your use. The cost, if any, is nominal. 

4.2 Internet Sources 
All of the model aircraft building projects in most of the model aviation magazines, going back to the 
1930s, have been cataloged on an Internet site. 
www.geocities.com/dmlivesay/. 

The Academy of Model Aeronautics has most of those magazines in their library. 
www.modelaircraft.org/ and click membership services and click benefits overview. The Lee Renaud 
Memorial Library is listed under Service. They will copy a specific article for you at minimal cost. 
All that history, and evolution of model design, is just a few keystrokes away. 

The Internet features two-way communication on many subjects including model aviation. The 
communication can take the form of real-time typed messages back and forth (chat rooms), various 
forums, and mailing lists devoted to a given field of interest. When you sign up for a mailing list, 
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usually at no cost, you receive periodic E-mail of the on-going discussion with perhaps 500 members 
contributing to the subject(s) of the day. An ongoing specific discussion is called a thread. You can 
enter the discussion or pose a question for 500 mentors living anywhere in the world. 

Two examples of related mailing lists are: 

  Free Flight Mailing List (FFML) Topics range from gliders to powered models; indoor flight to 
outdoor; and include scale or sport models. All discussion relates to free flying uncontrolled models. 
  Slow Flight Radio Controlled Mailing List (SFRC) Topics range from controlled flight indoors as 
well as outdoors in restricted locations such as local parks. Most discussion is about electric powered 
models, but discussion about other power sources is welcomed. 

You can subscribe to either of the above lists at no charge at 
www.mindspring.com/~thayer5/modelhp.html and click either (or both) Free Flight and Slow Flight 
R/C Mailing Lists 

Four examples of generalized sources are: 
www.mindspring.com/~thayer5/modelhp.html Lists, plans, tips, tools and links. 
www.rcfaq.com/ Frequently asked questions about a wide range of R/C model airplane subjects. 
www.modelairplanenews.com how-to and construction articles and links. 
homepages.ihug.co.nz/~atong Very extensive links to most aspects of model aviation 

4.3 Full Scale Sources 
Modelers are interested in information about full-scale aircraft for many reasons. They may be 
looking for a prototype that is unusual, pleasing to look at or one whose proportions will translate 
into a good flying model. After having chosen a prototype, the modeler needs drawings or photos that 
will reveal details, appropriate markings and color schemes. These items may be of minor interest to 
a sport flyer, but are necessary for winning scale competitions. Museums can sometimes furnish 
detailed plans for a given aircraft at cost. 

Some Web sites related to museums are: 
www.nasm.si.edu/nasm/rc.htm Smithsonian National Air and Space museum - collections and 
research 
www.wpafb.af.mil/museum/ U.S. Air Force museum 
www.oldrhinebeck.org/links.htm links to aviation museums and WW 1 aviation 

Other sites containing data and photographs: 
www.geocities.com/useours/Aircraft-index.html Jim's index to military aircraft pictures 
www.andoverflight.com/html/links_other.htm many links to full-scale aviation 
www.ipmsusa.org and click modeling links, and click aircraft 
www.wwi-models.org/ a World War 1 aircraft modeling archive 
www.kotfsc.com/aircraft/ A World War 2 aircraft archive 
www.dfrc.nasa.gov/gallery/photo photos of research aircraft at Dryden Center (Edwards AF Base) 
including X-craft from X-1 and beyond 
www.airliners.net/ photos of airliners 
www.aerofiles.com/home.html this is the big one, all about aviation 
www.bobsairdoc.com/ aircraft documentation source 

Chapter 5
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ACCUMULATING TOOLS
Don't force it, get a larger hammer. 

- Anthony's law of force 

5.1 The Work Place 
During the days of wooden ship construction outlines of major components were drawn on the shop 
floor (lofted) and parts were cut and assembled over the lofted lines. Model aircraft builders 
generally follow that ancient tradition in that they fasten the project's plan to a board and build on it. 
A piece of waxed paper or plastic wrap is placed over the plan, pieces are fitted to the drawing's lines 
and glued together. For less complicated models some people omit the waxed paper and stick clear 
plastic tape to the plan where glue joints occur. This prevents the work from adhering to the plan. 

Pieces are fastened in place with pins. Avoid piercing the wood with pins because it weakens the 
structure. Various techniques are employed to avoid piercing the wood such as making a Z bend in 
each pin so it can be inserted beside the wood and still press down on it. Since it can then dent the 
wood we have developed another method. School supply stores sell soft plastic pieces that are 
intended to be slipped onto a pencil to keep it from rolling off of a desk or to provide a better grip on 
the pencil. They are triangular in cross section and about an inch and a half long, with a hole down 
the center for the pencil. Cut them into small pieces and pierce each with a T-shaped pin (sold by 
hobby suppliers). Insert the pin beside the wood with the soft plastic bearing on the wood. This holds 
the wood securely without denting it. 

A building board should be made from a material that will accept and hold pins. Some builders use 
ceiling tiles; others buy commercial boards made of laminated balsa wood. For my classes, I buy four 
by eight-foot sheets of composition board used to sheath houses. It's black on one side and about 
three fourths of an inch thick. I cut it into one by two foot pieces on a table saw, a size that is 
adequate for most rubber models. One can fit such a board, with a model in progress on it, into a 
cardboard suit box scrounged from a clothing store. This makes for easy transport to and from class 
and keeps the family cat from chewing the balsa. For larger models composition boards made of a 
slightly denser material are sold as bed boards used under a mattress. I use one placed on top of an 
old door for a workbench. 

5.2 Tools 
Model building books usually suggest a list of tools needed by the beginning modeler. In practice the 
length of such a list is dependent upon the type of model you will be building. For basic work you 
will cut, sand and glue. You will occasionally drill a hole, bend a wire or solder some parts together. 
Buy the best tools you can afford and they will last a lifetime. Buy them as you find a need for them. 

Balsa can be cut with a single edged razor blade. A favorite modeling tool is a small modeling knife 
such as an X-acto #1 handle with a disposable #11 blade. The blade has an acute angle resulting in a 
sharp point, which tends to break off in use. Breakage can be minimized by cutting over a spare scrap 
of soft wood or poster board. Or, you can use a cutting mat of the type said to be "self-healing". Look 
for one at a store that sells fabric and sewing supplies. In the past, modelers used a double-edged 
razor blade. One broke the blade in half, then broke it with pliers to achieve a sharp pointed edge, like 
a #11 blade. If you try this, be sure to wear eye protection. Modern double-edged blades are made of 
stainless steel and do not hold an edge as long. Double-edged blades are thinner than single edged 
ones and # 11 blades so are less prone to crush the wood during a cut. Crushing will occur with any 
cutting tool that is not sharp. Dull tools cause the user to use force. Force causes slippage and 
accidents. Stock an adequate number of spare blades and band aids. 

Larger models require the cutting of pieces with a small saw. Very fine toothed blades are available 
that are fitted to a hobby knife, or you may choose a similar saw sold as an inseparable unit. 



Miniature aluminum miter boxes are available for use with the above saw. 

Good sandpaper is an important "tool'. I like the reddish brown garnet paper. It seems to last longer 
on softwoods. 

When drilling holes in delicate materials you can use a pin vise. The drill bit is held in a small chuck 
and you twist the slender shaft to make a hole. 

A good set of small pliers will be useful. It should include a needle nose; one with rounded jaws and 
a nipper or side cutter to cut wire. 

An example of the range of modeling tools available can be seen at Tower Hobbies' Web site: 
www.towerhobbies.com and click tools and building. Again, buy tools as you find a need for them. 

When you get into electrical work a small soldering iron and/or soldering gun will be required. 

Other basic tools include a small steel ruler, clamps, a metal straight edge, screw drivers, a small 
hobby hand plane and a couple of small drafting triangles. 

Once established in the hobby you may want to add some expensive specialized tools. 

It is less expensive to buy sheet balsa and strip it into needed sticks, than to buy the sticks separately. 
You can buy an inexpensive stripper to do this or invest in a higher quality one. Rubber can also be 
stripped. You can buy rubber to the width you think you need or buy it wider and strip it to just the 
right width that will get your model up just short of the ceiling. Rubber strippers are more expensive, 
but if you find that rubber-powered models are your favorite type of model, it is worth considering. 
You will find source information on these devices at: www.mindspring.com/~thayer5/modelhp.html 
and click tools. 

Chapter 6
THE FIRST MODEL BUILDING PROJECT

A carelessly planned project takes three times longer to complete than expected; if carefully 
planned, it will take only twice as long. 

- Golub's law 

From the standpoints of simplicity and low cost a rubber-powered design should be considered for a 
first project. The model should be one that introduces the building process and is rugged enough to 
withstand repeated attempts to trim the model for a good flight pattern. 

6.1 The AMA Cub/Delta Dart Approach 

The Delta Dart first appeared in the April 1967 issue of American Modeler magazine. It was 
designed by AMA's Technical Director, Frank Ehling as a beginner's first model. Sig Manufacturing 
Company made up the first kits for the 1968 AMA National competition. SIG began marketing the 
design as the AMA Racer. Ehling designed a smaller version called the AMA Cub. Midwest Model 
Company sells the design as the Delta Dart. Currently SIG sells the AMA Racer, AMA Cub and a 
larger version, the Thermal Dart. 
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All flying surfaces- the wing, horizontal tail and vertical tail, have pointed tips. It is a collection of 
triangles, defying the rules of best wing outline, but like the bumblebee it flies very well despite the 
aerodynamics. 

Ironically, instead of teaching the beginner the normal practice of covering framework with tissue, 
the instructions direct the novice to build the framework on the tissue. One can't argue with the 
success enjoyed by first-time builders. It is interesting to see the number of experienced flyers trying 
the design from time to time for some fun and relaxation. For more on the AMA Cub/Delta Dart see 
www.luminet.net/~bkuhl/rubber.htm. 

6.2 The Wright Stuff Approach 

The Science Olympiad/Wright Stuff organization is covered in Chapter 3 at 3.1.5. Here we will 
discuss briefly the aircraft model design employed in the event. 

The model is built to competition requirements as opposed to a specific design. However the design 
tends to evolve into the appearance of an AMA Pennyplane design, having a stick fuselage and 
built-up flying surfaces covered with tissue. 

The following year 2001 rules are presented only to illustrate the type of model involved in the 
competition. They are not to be considered official. The criteria for a given year's competition is 
reviewed annually. 

1. The airplane can only be constructed from balsa wood, paper and glue. (no films or other 
exotic materials.) 

2. The wingspan can be no more than 50 cm. The wing chord may not exceed 12 cm. The 
airplane must be a monoplane, no biplanes. Wings may be attached by rubber bands. 

3. The stabilizer span (the width of the tail) must not exceed 35 cm. 
4. A commercial plastic propeller of no more than 20 cm diameter must be used. It must be 

molded in one piece. When you buy them, they include a metal propeller shaft. This is 
permitted. You are not allowed to build your own propeller. 

5. The airplane must weigh at least 10 grams without the rubber motor 
6. The rubber band motor must weigh 2 grams or less including lube and O- rings. 
7. Landing gear is required in the High School Event. Wheels must be no more than 1.5 cm 

diameter. 

Related Web site: www.mindspring.com/~thayer5/modelhp.html and click so volunteers needed and 
click free plan for a typical design plan, and click SO-TSA Volunteer/Assistance Main Page for 
more information. 

6.3 Adult Participation 

The AMA and Science Olympiad programs covered above are designed for youthful beginners. This 
does not mean that adults shouldn't read the instructions, buy a kit and achieve success on their own. 
There are groups of adults creating their own competitions with models designed to Wright Stuff 
rules. 

Also, beginning adults should consider basic kit designs that are available from many suppliers. SIG 
and Peck-Polymers are but two examples. See their Web sites at: 
www.sigmfg.com/ 
www.peck-polymers.com 

http://www.peck-polymers.com/
http://www.sigmfg.com/
http://www.mindspring.com/~thayer5/modelhp.html
http://www.luminet.net/~bkuhl/rubber.htm


Chapter 7
CHOOSING THE SECOND MODEL 

BUILDING PROJECT
The first 90 percent of the task takes 90 percent of the time. 

The last 10 percent takes the other 90 percent. 
- Project scheduling "99" rule 

The second project should introduce a few additional building challenges. The best choice(s) for a 
second model are often debated in modeling forums. You are unlikely to find two experienced 
modelers who will agree on the subject. However, the model you choose should be one that will fly 
well. You will continue to learn more about how to trim the model for flight. An excellent 10-step 
procedure for trimming a new model will be found at: www.mindspring.com/~thayer5/modelhp.html 
and click modeling tips and click 10 step. 

7.1 The Case for NoCal 
A NoCal model is one that has a two-dimensional fuselage - height and length, but little width. The 
single light framework fuselage has a stick, similar to that found on the Delta Dart, glued to one side 
to support the rubber motor. It is said that the NoCal title comes from a lack of calories. 

The objective is to achieve a realistic semi-scale profile with minimum weight, and it works. The 
novice will be encouraged by good flight duration. 

7.2 The Case for Bostonian 
This is AMA event category 129. A Bostonian model has a 16-inch maximum wingspan and a 
fuselage length of 14 inches. The fuselage must enclose an imaginary box 1.5 x 2.5 x 3.0 inches in 
size. It must have a landing gear. Flying surfaces must be covered on both sides. The model must 
weigh at least 14 grams without rubber motor for a monoplane, 20 grams for others. 

If you get the idea that the designers of this event were trying to force competitors toward models 
with a scale-like appearance, you are probably right. The net result of the rules is that most 
Bostonians are good flyers both indoors and out. The fuselage must be built-up to enclose the 
"imaginary box", and the weight minimums tend to encourage reasonably strong structures. Kits and 
plans for Bostonian designs are available. 

7.3 Some Baxter Designs 
Dick Baxter designed a light rubber model for a seventh and eighth grade school program. It was 
featured in the July, 1989 issue of Model Builder magazine. The model, called the "Pussycat", had a 
built-up fuselage, a landing gear and was covered in tissue paper. Since that time Baxter has designed 
an enlarged version of the Pussycat, the "Big Pussycat", that is also a high-wing model. He has also 
designed a low-wing model; the "Akro" and a biplane called the "XE-5". 

All are lightweight indoor models of 15 to 16 inch wingspan. We have used these designs in building 
sessions with relative beginners. They make excellent flyers. Plans for these models can be 
downloaded from www.mindspring.com/~thayer5/modelhp.html and click free flight plans and click 
Akro, Big Pussycat, XE-5. 

7.4 The Flying Aces Moth 
Although the FA Moth first appeared back in August of 1937 this model is still considered one of the 
best beginner's rubber models for outdoor flying. This 24 inch span model is pictured on www.peck-
polymers.com/. Click Kits and click Sport Models. Photos of the FA Moth can be seen at 

http://www.peck-polymers.com/
http://www.peck-polymers.com/
http://www.mindspring.com/~thayer5/modelhp.html
http://www.mindspring.com/~thayer5/modelhp.html


www.mindspring.com/~thayer5/modelhp.html and click Index of My Models. 

An entire book has been written on this model, providing step-by-step construction. [Warner, Bill. 
Building the Flying Aces Moth. Blue Ridge Summit, PA: TAB Books, 1992.] 

7.5 Indoor Alternatives 
There are two AMA events that serve to introduce a novice to indoor model competition. The Easy B, 
event 206, and the Limited Pennyplane, event 207 feature a simple stick fuselage and 18 inch 
wingspan. They make an easy transition from the Delta Dart or Wright Stuff models. 

See AMAs Web site at: www.modelaircraft.org/ and click competitions and click competition 
regulations and click indoor free flight for details. 

Chapter 8
CHOOSING A MODEL CATEGORY

When you come to a fork in the road, take it. 
- Yogi Berra 

In the introduction to this work it was suggested that beginners may wish to skip to Chapter 6 to 
begin their first project. If you have done so, it's now time to back up a bit and read chapter 3. It's 
about the many categories that exist. 

In chapters 6 and 7 we looked at early familiarization projects. At this stage of development 
specialization comes into the picture. Your choices may be narrowed or channeled by many factors. 
A partial list of those factors follows. 

8.1 Building Area Requirements 
In a small apartment you can pull out a drawer, turn it over, reinstall it part way and build a small 
model on it. A very large model may require a basement shop. Consider air contamination with 
sanding dust and fumes from glue and paint. Good ventilation is necessary. 

8.2 Flying Site Access 
A city dweller may have easier access to indoor flying in a gym than to the open fields required by 
outdoor models flown free flight or by large gas-powered R/C models. 

Flying site availability is also dependent on the noise level you generate, the proximity of housing or 
farm crops, and your relations with the property owner. 

8.3 Cost 
Although you will find exceptions, some examples of project cost follow: 

• Low - Up to $100. Small rubber or electric-powered indoor and outdoor models and hand 
launched gliders. 

• Medium - $100 to $200. Small gas free flight, high performance rubber or electric power, 
and large free flight gliders. 

• High - $200 and Up. R/C gas or electric conventional models. Gas or electric helicopters, 
medium and large R/C soaring gliders. 

http://www.modelaircraft.org/
http://www.mindspring.com/~thayer5/modelhp.html


8.4 Transportation Limitations 
Consider model size vs the size of your vehicle. A large soaring glider may not fit in a Volkswagon. 
Designs that can be disassembled for transport will increase your options. 

8.5 Skill Levels Acquired vs Required 
You have learned to "read" technical drawings (plans) by actually building your model on them. As 
you face more complex drawings and instructions you may need to get assistance with their 
interpretation. Don't be afraid to ask questions. If you have no one to ask locally, go on the Internet 
to related Mailing Lists or Forums, see Chapter 4 at 4.2. 

Your success with electric-powered and radio-controlled models will depend on your understanding 
of basic electricity. Check out a good book from your local library. 

As your models get more powerful and complex you will need to apply the lessons learned about 
basic aerodynamics and flight trimming. You have developed manual dexterity working with one 
sixteenth inch square sticks of balsa. You will need it for cutting, forming and machining a variety 
of the materials found in say, a plastic foam cored wing, a fiberglass fuselage or a carbon fiber 
reinforced structure. 

Working with drawings and trimming models has helped you improve your spatial visualization 
(your ability to turn things around in your mind). As you begin to control a moving radio-controlled 
model in "real time", you must instinctively know that when a model is flying toward you that right 
is left, or right is right if that same model is upside down. You will need that elusive skill you have 
developed to pilot successfully from the ground. 

It's interesting to compare the experiences the U. S. Air Force has had flying unmanned drones, to 
hobbyists flying R/C models. The following is taken from Air and Space magazine, May, 2001 in an 
article about the Predator reconnaissance drone, page 54. At first the manufacturer tried landing "the 
thing" remotely by watching the aircraft from the ground, as hobbyists flying radio-controlled 
models do. "The attrition rate was much higher when we flew the aircraft externally for take-off and 
landing. We found that involves a different skill set, and it was much more difficult to train someone 
to do that.' A pilot inside a ground control station flies the Predator as if sitting in the seat of the 
aircraft. And you thought flying R/C was going to be easy. 

One way to narrow your choice of model is to purchase an "almost ready to fly" kit (ARF) for a 
category under consideration. This will permit some flight experience before your building skills 
"catch up" or time becomes available for building. 

An example of available ARFs is the series of indoor rubber models by Ikara Ltd. Although made in 
the Czech Republic, they are available through U. S. suppliers. The series is designed along the lines 
of various indoor contest events such as the Mini Stick. 

Also, see Chapter 2 at 2.2 for the reference to electric-powered R/C "Slow Fly" ARFs. 

8.6 Enjoy Your Choice 
In view of all the above, or in spite of it, you will choose a modeling category that appeals to you. If 
you are a history buff, you will be attracted to scale models of aircraft flown in certain time periods. 
Examples include World War One or Two, or perhaps a modern jet. 

You may enjoy competition with non-scale models or "laid back' boring holes in the sky just sport 
flying. In any case, have fun with it, that's what a hobby is for. 

http://www.mindspring.com/~thayer5/pathways/chapter2.html#2.2
http://www.mindspring.com/~thayer5/pathways/chapter4.html#4.2


Chapter 9
PROTOTYPE SELECTION

I made up my mind, but I made it up both ways. 
- Casey Stengel 

The network of model aviation organizations was covered in Chapter 3. Organizations have a major 
influence on the model aircraft designs that evolve. To borrow a Biblical analogy; each organization 
begot events; events begot rules; rules begot designs tailored to those rules; those designs begot 
standardization; standardization begot stagnation in creativity and individuality. It's interesting to 
note that FAC rules provide bonus points for models of prototypes that are more difficult to fly. 

From the kit manufacturer's standpoint, standardization is helpful. The most popular designs allow 
higher volume production of particular designs resulting in reduced production costs per unit. Many 
events have been in place for years, long enough that modelers have found the best combination of 
design elements to fit the rules. The result is that models flown in non-scale events begin to look 
alike. In scale, full- sized aircraft whose features best fit the model event rules, also dominate. 

9.1 Non-Scale Design Selection 
Non-Scale models may be built from kits or plans designed by others, or the design may originate 
with the builder. 

If the builder chooses the design work of others, he/she must depend upon contest results found in 
model magazines or SIG newsletters; unless the model design has achieved a reputation for success 
over a period of time. 

Unfortunately, most contest results list the event winners through the first five or six places and the 
score achieved (duration, speed, etc.) with no mention of the name of the model design. Sometimes 
pictures are included which helps identify the model design. Top winners may rate a special article. 

If the builder originates a design he/she may be guided by the proportions and other characteristics 
of other successful models. Alternatively, guidance may be found in reference books. Don Ross 
devotes chapter 17 of his book to design. Several figures illustrate "rules of thumb" for rubber 
model proportions. [Ross, Don. Rubber Powered Model Airplanes. Hummelstown, PA: Aviation 
Publishers, 1998.]. 

With experience one can apply aerodynamic criteria to evaluate a design. 

9.2 Scale Design Selection 
In general, much of what is said above applies to scale models, but there are other considerations. 
One is required to reproduce the full-scale aircraft in miniature form. Not all full-scale aircraft make 
good models. Full-scale aircraft must be maneuverable to respond well to control inputs. Free flight 
models must be stable to recover well from upsets caused by wind gusts. To achieve stability, wing 
dihedral may be increased, horizontal tails (stabilizers) may need to be enlarged, and sometimes 
vertical tails (fins/rudders) may need to be reduced in size. 

Another example involves weight distribution. A wing's chord is the average width from the leading 
edge to the trailing edge. A model should balance (nose to tail) at about 25% of the wing's chord aft 
of the leading edge. This balance point is usually called the center of gravity (CG). On a full-sized 
aircraft a heavy engine is located ahead of the CG. On a rubber model the rubber "motor" is 
distributed both forward and behind the CG. The net result is that if a prototype has a "long nose 
moment" (distance from CG to back of the propeller) it takes less extra "ballast weight" ahead of the 



CG on the model to balance the structure aft of the CG. The message is build tails light. 

The Flying Aces Club features a lot of mass launch events in their contests. The concept is simple - 
all contestants launch their aircraft at the same time and the last one down wins the round or event. 
Each event is limited to scale models of a given era or type. Dick Bennett researched the winners of 
the World War One event and of the World War Two event over an extended period of time. He 
assigned three points for a first place win, two for second place and one point for a third place 
showing. 

For World War One the RAF SE-5 got 58 points, followed by the Fokker D.7 at 43, and the 
DeHavilland DH.6 got 27 points. All the models that earned any points over the years were plotted 
on a graph based on certain characteristics of the model. The wing chord /span was plotted in the X 
direction (horizontal) and the nose moment/total length in the Y direction (vertical). It was found the 
winners tended to have the same characteristics - long nose, large wing area and slab-sided fuselage 
(minimum structural weight). 

The same process was repeated for the World War Two event. The P51/A-36 got 31 points, 
followed by the Kawasaki Ki-61 Tony at 22 and the Fairey Barracuda got 14. Once again the nose 
moment, wing area and "slabby" fuselage were a factor. 

It should be noted that a maximum wing span is specified for these events so a large wing area 
indicates a wider wing (chord). The World War One study was published in Flying Aces newsletter 
issue 173-99 Jan./Feb. 1997. The World War Two study was published in issue 184-110 Nov./Dec. 
1998. 

William McCombs covers design selection in great detail in his book. In table 5-2 he predicts 
performance for 93 commonly modeled free flight scale aircraft. [McCombs, William F. Making 
Scale Model Airplanes Fly. Self published, available from the author at 2106 Siesta, Dallas, Texas 
75224] (Do yourself a favor and buy this book). 

I will provide further reference information about model aerodynamics in Chapter 12. 

9.3 What's a Reynolds Number? 
We have seen above that not all full-scale aircraft make good models due to weight distribution or 
stability requirements. Another major consideration is the so-called "scale factor." 

The formula for a Reynolds Number for modeling purposes can be taken as: 
Re = 68459 x VL 
Where V = velocity in ft./sec. Or meters/sec. 
Where L = length in feet or meters (wing chord or other component length) 

The Reynolds Number for a 747 airliner is over 10,000,000; for a large R/C sailplane model from 
100,000 to 400,000; for an indoor peanut scale model 10,000. 

Now that I've got it, what do I do with it? 

The boundary layer of airflow on the upper surface of a typical profile tends to separate easily from 
the profile at very small Reynolds Numbers. This increases drag and reduced efficiency (leads to 
early stall). 

A wider wing (chord) increases the Reynolds Number. That's why small-scale models of prototypes 
with wide chords fly better. A highly tapered wing has a narrower chord toward the tip resulting in a 



lower Reynolds Number there. 

This brief discussion about Reynolds Numbers hardly scratches the surface of the subject and there 
are more factors involved. For more information see the references cited in Chapter 13. Especially 
the book, Model Aircraft Aerodynamics by Martin Simons. 

Chapter 10
MATERIALS AND PLANS SOURCES

I could now afford all the things I never had as a kid, if I didn't have kids. 
- Robert Orben 

10.1 Kits and Materials 
After you have selected a full-sized aircraft design or model aircraft design that you want to build, it's 
time to see if the hobby shop has a kit of materials for the plane you have chosen. If they do, you now 
have a plan, some wood, and other miscellaneous pieces. You still need glue, dope and probably a 
few sticks of wood to replace some of the poor quality stuff in the kit. Kits have been around for 
years. In the early days, everybody wanted to get into the act. I was intrigued to learn that the Collins 
Plow Company of Quincy, Illinois offered three kits in one box for 65 cents in 1928. [Zaic, Frank. 
Model Airplanes and the American Boy 1927-1934. Northridge, CA, Self published, 1982] 

If a kit isn't available locally, you can turn to mail order suppliers. Many manufacturers have Web 
sites, and other firms offer the products of a large number of individual manufacturers, including both 
kits and supplies. 

Examples include: 

• Aerodyne. Has free flight kits, parts and supplies. 
www.freeflightmodels.com/home.htm 

• Easy Built Models. Kits, supplies and modeling tips 
www.easybuiltmodels.com/ 

• FAI Model Supply. Kits and supplies, with emphasis on rubber supply. 
www.faimodelsupply.com/ 

• Hobby People. Most categories of model aviation with special emphasis on radio-controlled 
models. 
www.hobbypeople.net/ 

• Midwest Products Company. Kits, balsa and other wood products. 
www.midwestproducts.com 

• Penn Valley Hobby Center. All categories of model aviation including reproductions of 
rubber-powered model kits of the 1930s and 1940s. 
www.pennvalleyhobbycenter.com 

• RSM Distribution. Control Line kits and supplies. 
www.rsmdistribution.com/ 

• SIG Manufacturing Company. Most categories of model aviation including accessories and 
balsa. 
www.sigmfg.com/ 

• Sky Hooks and Rigging. Micro R/C, kits, supplies. 
www.indoorrc.com/Sky.htm 

• Tower Hobbies. Most categories of model aviation with special emphasis on radio-controlled 

http://www.indoorrc.com/Sky.htm
http://www.sigmfg.com/
http://www.rsmdistribution.com/
http://www.pennvalleyhobbycenter.com/
http://www.midwestproducts.com/
http://www.hobbypeople.net/
http://www.faimodelsupply.com/
http://www.easybuiltmodels.com/
http://www.freeflightmodels.com/home.htm
http://www.mindspring.com/~thayer5/pathways/chapter13.html


aircraft. 
www.towerhobbies.com 

The following Web sites identify sellers of supplies: 

• Lone Star Balsa. Supplies, emphasis on balsa. 
www.lonestar-models.com 

• Model Research Labs. Supplies, emphasis on plastic film and carbon fiber. 
modelresearchlabs.com/ 

The following lists identify sources of kits: 

• Cottage Wings. A free flight list that covers both small and some large suppliers. 
www.gj.net/~regiaero/cottagewings.html 

• Free Flight Source List. Covers many large suppliers. 
www.scaleaero.com/ffvenders.htm 

10.2 Plans 
If there where no kit for the plane you wish to model, the next step is to find a plan, then its back to 
the hobby shop to buy the wood, tissue and wire that would have been in the kit. It's called "scratch 
building". 

In Chapter 4 at 4.2 we found a Web site that listed model-building projects that have appeared in 
model magazines in the past. You will find that current magazine publishers also maintain lists of 
plans that have appeared in past issues that they continue to offer for sale. 

Plans may be purchased from many other sources. Examples are found at the following Web sites: 

• Aerodyne 
www.freeflightmodels.com/pages/plans_and_kits.htm 

• Brodak 
www.brodak.com/catalog and click plans. 

• Cleveland Airline 
www.clevelandairline.com/ 

• Golden Age 
www.aeromodel.com/TM/E53T7 

• Hannan - books of plans 
www.hrunway.com 

• Hunt 
www.modelairplaneplans.net/ 

• Lidberg 
www.aalmps.com/ 

• Microflight 
www.rcmicroflight.com/plans/ 

• Morrow 
www.aeroaces.com/aeroaceshome.htm 

• New Creations 
www.newcreations-rc.com 

• Sperzel (NFFS) 
freeflight.org and click store and click plans 

• Tower 
www.towerhobbies.com/index.html 

• Volare 

http://www.towerhobbies.com/index.html
http://freeflight.org/
http://www.newcreations-rc.com/
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flyingacesclub.net/volare/cat_wel.htm 

Links to additional sites specializing in free flight model plans for sale can be found at: 

• Buckmaster 
www.hotkey.net.au/~ue626/plans_web/web_plans.htm 

You will find plans that can be downloaded free at: 

• Buckmaster 
www.hotkey.net.au/~ue626/plans_web/web_plans.htm 

• Bradley 
www.geocities.com/paulbrad_98/ 

• Flying Aces 
flyingacesclub.net/alamo/plans.htm 

• Goldstein 
www.indoorduration.com/IndoorDurationFrame.htm 

• Horne 
www.ualberta.ca/~khorne 

• Hunter 
www.theplanpage.com 

• Livesay 
www.geocities.com/dmlivesay/ 

• Thayer 
www.mindspring.com/~thayer5/modelhp.html and click free flight plans and click Akro, Big 
Pussycat, XE-5 

• Windy Sock 
www.windysock.net/plans.htm 

Occasionally you will find no model plan, only a front, side and top view of the full sized aircraft (a 
3-view). In this case you must scale it up at the copy shop and draw in the framework based on that 
found on a similar plane design. This process can be seen in progress at the Derek Buckmaster site 
listed above. An example of downloadable 3-views can be seen at: Escalona 
members.fortunecity.com/inedesca/ A similar situation occurs with a non-scale model project, except 
the prototype is also a model. 

Chapter 11
CONSTRUCTION BASICS

Everything should be as simple as it is, but not simpler.
- Albert Einstein 

It would take several books to begin to cover the scope of this subject. In fact, Don Ross has done that. 
I cited his book, Rubber Powered Model Airplanes in Chapter 9 at 9.1. The companion book, [Flying 
Models, Rubber, CO2, Electric and Micro Radio Control, Hummelstown, PA: Aviation Publishers, 
1998] is also useful. Books such as these, and monthly magazines, provide modelers with the basic 
information needed to get started in the hobby. 

I have been working with novice modelers for seven years. During that time I have noted certain 
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problems that novices have to work through. We'll look at some examples in the following discussion. 

11.1 The Plan 
Check the drawing carefully for errors. Since you are likely to build over it, any problems will be 
transferred to your model. I have seen drawings with one wing half (unintentionally) shorter than the 
other. Compare precut parts or parts printed on sheet wood with the plan. Sometimes they don't agree. 
Wing ribs printed too short for the plan, for example. 

When enlarging or reducing a plan and printing it out in 8.5 x 11 inch panels, distortion may be 
introduced. Check to see that straight lines are straight. 

Some copy shops have digital printers. They can enlarge a plan significantly and not increase line 
width. They cost more but are worth it. You will be working with the plan for some time. Some 
fuselage formers (the pieces added to a square structure to give it a rounded shape) are notched for 
stringers (the strips of wood running foreward and aft over the formers). Despite the kit manufacturers 
best efforts, the stringers that run through the notches often take a wavy path. If you are working with 
printed sheet wood cut the notches after laying the stringers in place and marking their correct location. 

11.2 The Fuselage 
The fuselage serves as a foundation for the flying surfaces. If it is not square and true it will misalign 
other parts making flight trimming difficult. Longerons are structural members that usually extend 
from nose to tail in the fuselage. Choosing matched pieces of material for longerons is the key. If those 
on one side are stiffer than the other side the fuselage will bend to one side, assuming a banana shape. 
Hold a few inches of one end of the longeron pieces flat on a table with the rest extending horizontally 
over the edge. Press lightly on the extended portion. You will feel differences in stiffness if they exist. 

On rubber-powered models longerons must withstand compression and twisting caused by a fully 
wound motor. If balsa is used, choose hard, straight grained, matched pieces. Some modelers substitute 
basswood on larger models. 

If the cross section of the fuselage is rectangular, ensure that the sides are set at 90 degrees to the plan 
when gluing cross pieces in place. Test with a small drafting triangle, a try square or the cardboard 
corner of a tablet back. 

Bill Warner uses thick balsa triangles pinned to the plan to fixture fuselage construction in his 
excellent book about constructing the FAC Moth. [Warner,Bill. Building the Flying Aces Moth. Blue 
Ridge Summit, PA: TAB Books, 1992. P14-21] 

Plans depict parts that are mounted at an angle to one another. Measure your model to ensure that it 
conforms to the plan. One can make an inexpensive tool for this purpose from a plastic protractor. 
Drill a small hole in the center of the protractor and fasten a thread through the hole. Tie a washer or 
other weight about 6 or 8 inches from the hole. You may extend the base of the protractor by gluing a 
piece of wood along the straight edge. Proceed as follows to measure the angular difference between 
the horizontal stabilizer and the wing. (this is referred to as the decalage angle) 

Set the fuselage firmly in place. Hold the protractor against the underside of the stabilizer. Record the 
angle defined by the weighted thread. Without moving the fuselage do the same thing with the wing 
and record the reading. Subtract one reading from the other and you have the decalage angle you built 
into the fuselage. Compare with the angle measured on the drawing. Often the wing or stab do not 
have a nice flat bottom to perform this measurement. In Chapter 13 we will look at airfoil shapes and 
how chord lines can substitute for flat bottoms when making these measurements. 

Most designs call for some downthrust. This is the angle (front of shaft down) that the prop shaft 



makes with the fuselage datum line. What is the datum line? This is an elusive item. On a rubber 
model some consider it to extend from the prop hook to the rear rubber attach point. Others use the 
upper longeron, or make a line 90 degrees to the fuselage side uprights. Pick one you will be able to 
measure from on the model and draw it on the plan. 

As before, set the fuselage firmly in place. Position the propeller vertically and position the base of the 
protractor against the front of the propeller and record the angle defined by the weighted thread. 
Position the protractor on your chosen datum line and record the angle with the prop. Compare the two 
measurements to ensure the model agrees with the plan. If it does not, or you need to adjust the angle 
after flight trimming, get out your sanding block and change the angle. 

Turn the fuselage on its side and do the same thing to check any required side thrust angle. This is 
usually right thrust to overcome propeller torque while running. 

11.3 The Wing 
Wings may be designed with no twist, with twist in one wing, or with twist in both wings. 

Free flight models are usually trimmed to fly in circles. This causes the inside wing to drop. By 
twisting that wing to a higher angle of attack (trailing edge down) it acts like a control surface (aileron) 
and maintains level flight. So much for why, now how to measure? Set model firmly in place and 
measure the angle of the wing close to the fuselage with our modified protractor, record the angle. 
Measure the angle near the wing tip and record. Subtract one from the other and you have the angle of 
twist you built into the wing. Compare to design instructions. 

If a model is flown at too high an angle of attack (nose high), it will lose speed, and lift, causing the 
wing to stall. It will then usually fall off on one wing and lose altitude abruptly. (The dreaded "tip 
stall") 

Since wings usually stall near the tips first, designers may incorporate "washout" (leading edge down) 
into the outer portion of the wings. This causes them to fly at a lower angle of attack avoiding the tip 
stall. This makes the aircraft less likely to enter into an uncontrollable attitude. 

Measure the angles as with the single wing twist above. Wood workers use "winding sticks" to check a 
board for twist. They set a stick at right angles to the board, on top of the board, at each end. By 
sighting along the board, over the tops of the two sticks they can easily see any twist in the board. You 
can do the same thing with your wings. Rubber band a long balsa stick under each wing, near the wing 
tips, at right angles to the wing span. Sight along the span and you can easily see the twist and check 
whether you built the same washout into each wing, for example. During assembly of major 
components such as wings to fuselages it is useful to employ some type of fixture to position the parts 
correctly before gluing. This is well illustrated in the following Web site: 
www.thestuarts.freeserve.co.uk and click Attaching wings to biplanes. 

Due to the variations in density (and therefore weight) in any material, especially wood, it is a good 
idea to check the balance of a wing. One wing should weigh as close as practical to the other. Some 
modelers compare the weight of wing ribs and spars to be installed on one wing half to the other half 
before construction to assure equal weight distribution. If a one-piece wing doesn't balance on the 
center rib, add a bit of weight to the light wing tip. 

11.4 Warps 
Flying surfaces (wings, tail components) should be free of unwanted twist. Warps make consistent 
flight trimming almost impossible. When covering with paper tissue, tape the tissue to a picture frame 
(empty), or a frame built up of sticks. Preshrink the tissue by spraying it with water or alcohol. 
Remove the tissue when dry. Determine the tissue grain direction by tearing a corner. It will tear 
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easiest with the grain. 

Modelers use many different kinds of adhesive to attach the covering. Alternatives include glue sticks, 
thinned white glue, thinned model cement, lacquer and clear dope. The following discussion will be 
based on the use of clear dope. Brush two thin coats of dope on the framework and let dry. 

When covering a wing position the paper with the grain running parallel with the leading edge. This 
minimizes sag between ribs. Adhere the covering to the framework along the center rib by brushing 
dope thinner on the tissue, this goes through the tissue reactivating the dope causing the tissue to 
adhere. Then smooth the tissue out toward the wing tip for 3 or 4 times the width of the wing. Using 
thinner, adhere the covering at one point only in the center of a rib at that location (point X). You now 
have the paper smoothed in a triangular pattern. The base of the triangle is along the center rib and the 
tip of the triangle well out on the wing at point X. Let the adhesive dry. Next adhere the tissue to the 
leading and trailing edges alternating every couple of inches and smoothing as you go until you reach 
the rib that contained point X. Repeat the process for the remaining span to be covered. This procedure 
reduces the likelihood of pulling the covering tighter in one diagonal direction than the other, thus 
reducing a built-in tendency to twist (warp) when shrunk again with water or alcohol, or when a finish 
is applied. As a further precaution, pin the wing or other component down to a flat surface while 
allowing the covering to dry thoroughly. 

When applying plastic covering, the same procedure can be followed if the adhesive is activated with 
heat. Shrinking is also accomplished by applying heat. 

When transporting models to a flying site in a hot car, or subjecting tissue-covered models to humid 
conditions, you may still encounter warping. Check for warps before you fly. 

11.5 Glue Joints 
The cellular structure in wood can be compared to a bundle of soda straws running up a tree trunk. 
That's how moisture is transferred up to the leaves. This cellular structure is parallel to the length of a 
balsa stick. When we look at the end of a board we see "end grain". We are looking into the "pores" or 
ends of the "soda straws." When we look at the side of a stick (at 90 degrees to the end grain) we see 
edge grain. 

Woodworkers avoid gluing end grain to end grain, or even end grain to edge grain, because the glue 
seeps into the pores of the end grain and "starves" the glue joint making it weak. They overcome this 
by using special joint shapes that get some edge grain involved in the joint. Examples include the 
mortise and tenon (tongue on one piece into a slot on the other) or the dovetail joint often seen in 
drawer corners. 

When modelers install very porous balsa sticks as cross pieces in fuselages or tail structures, one of the 
pieces has end grain. Experienced modelers will apply a bit of glue to this end grain and let it dry 
briefly, then reglue it to mate with the edge grained component. This is called "double gluing". Don't 
overdo the glue so that a fillet of glue is formed, that results in an unwanted weight increase. 

11.6 Wood Grain Types 
It is important to consider the direction of wood grain when selecting the wood to be used for a 
particular part. When we view the end of a log, we see the circular growth rings in the wood. Wood 
sheets may be sliced from the log so the rings pass through it tangent to the sheet surface (A-grain); at 
right angles to the surface (C-grain); or randomly between A-grain and C-grain (B-grain). 

Each of the grain types above has particular characteristics that should be considered for a given 
application. For specific recommendations see www.mentornet.org/balsa3.htm. Another consideration 
regarding wood grain is related to grain direction in individual parts. If grain runs the length of a stick 
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it will be stiffer than if the grain ran across the stick, in which case it would obviously break easily. 
When laminating sheets of balsa to make a wheel, for example, glue the sheets with the grain at right 
angles to one another for greater stiffness and resistance to buckling. 

11.7 Propellers 
Carving propellers is almost a lost art, but I'm including a few references for those who would like to 
try it. 

To carve a prop see: 
www.mindspring.com/~thayer5/modelhp.html and click modeling tips. To make an inexpensive plastic 
prop see: www.ezonemag.com/articles/1999/jul/IndoorWrld/wayne0799htm.htm. 

Chapter 12
FLIGHT

Keep thy airspeed up, lest the earth come from below and smite thee. 
- William Kershner 

12.1 Trimming for Flight 
When modelers discuss their new creation they like to be able to say,"It flew right off the drawing 
board." 

Given the variables that are introduced by dimensional tolerances, minor warps and weight distribution 
problems the chances of a perfect first flight are slim. 

The following ten steps for flight trimming a new rubber model are taken from the Internet: 

1. Locate the CG 
2. Balance model without prop and motor to located CG 
3. Glide model 
4. Adjust for smooth glide 
5. Check stability by launching into slight dive and slight climb 
6. Readjust CG for stability if necessary 
7. Mark location of new CG (if changed in step 6) 
8. Install prop/motor and rebalance to established CG 
9. Test fly under power 
10. Adjust flight pattern with thrust line 

Although the above steps were written for a rubber-powered model the idea of separating the center of 
gravity adjustment and the thrust line adjustment (for powered flight) applies to most model aircraft. It 
is always best to make one trimming adjustment at a time. If two or more adjustments are made at the 
same time, you won't know which caused an improvement or poorer performance. 

You will find each of the ten steps explained in much more detail at: 
www.mindspring.com/~thayer5/modelhp.html and click modeling tips and click 10 step. 

12.2 Aerodynamics for Pilots 
There is a valuable reference on the Internet entitled, See How it Flies. The author makes the point that 
there is a difference between aerodynamics books for engineers and aerodynamics books for pilots. 
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See How it Flies is written for pilots. Chapter 3 of that book deals with airfoils. The book is on a Web 
site. See: www.monmouth.com/~jsd/fly/how/htm/airfoils.html. 

On page 14 of 29 we see that it is a misconception to believe that wings must be curved on the top and 
flat on the bottom. Modelers have often followed the practice of early full-scale designers in making 
the bottom surface of the wing concave. It's called undercamber. We can still have a cambered wing 
airfoil with both upper and lower surfaces convex. Let's stop here for some definitions. 

When viewing a wing cross section we see an airfoil. If we draw a straight line from the leading edge 
of the airfoil to the trailing edge, we have a chord line. If we draw a curved line from the leading edge 
to the trailing edge, staying always halfway between the upper surface and the lower surface, this is 
called the mean camber line. The maximum difference between this and the chord line is the amount of 
camber. 

If the airfoil is symmetrical, where the top surface is a mirror image of the bottom surface, it has zero 
camber. On page 15 of 29 we see that under ordinary conditions the amount of lift produced by a wing 
depends on the angle of attack, but hardly depends at all on the amount of camber. On page 16 of 29 
we see that even a thin flat "airfoil' shape will produce lift, if the wind strikes it at an appropriate angle 
of attack. But, we learned that when flying the flat wing AMA Cub. (See 6.1) In a related Web site 
NASA provides simplified definitions of a wing's geometry at: www.lerc.nasa.gov/WWW/K-
12/airplane/geom.html. 

12.3 History of Airfoils 
It is interesting to note the variations in historical conventional wisdom regarding airfoils. 

In 1889 Otto Lilienthal published his findings on bird flight as the basis of aviation. [Lilienthal, Otto. 
Bird Flight as the Basis of Aviation. Hummelstown, PA: Markowski International Publishers, 2001. 
(Unabridged facsimile of the original work)] 

On page 45 we see diagrams of airflow over a flat plate at various angles of attack. On page 53 we find 
that experimental results showed that a "very slightly curved surface (analogous to the bird's wing) 
possessed pre-eminently those qualities which we considered essential for economy in flight." And on 
page 54: "Since it is probable that the whole secret of flight is to be found in the properties of such 
slightly curved surfaces, we must investigate them more minutely later on." 

If we fast-forward to a book about the Lockheed "Skunk Works" we find the designers of the Stealth 
Fighter being required to design wing shapes consisting of flat panels, needed to deflect radar. [Rich, 
Ben R. and Leo Janos. Skunk Works, A Personal Memoir of My Years at Lockheed. Boston: Little, 
Brown, 1994]. On page 30 Dick Cantrell, Head of the Aerodynamics Group, was required to toss aside 
basics of fundamental aerodynamics, "in deference to new technology understood only by witches and 
mathematical gnomes." The airplane "would be so deficient in lift-drag ratio that it would probably 
need a computer the size of Delaware to get it stable and keep it flying." It did fly, computer aided, one 
not the size of Delaware. 

It is worthwhile to gain some understanding of how airfoils work because they are used by wings, tails 
and propellers to move air. In fact, they are used in compressors, turbines and other components inside 
modern turbojet engines. 

12.4 Related Web Sites 

• www.lerc.nasa.gov/WWW/K-12/airplane/geom.html   wing geometry definitions 
• www.howstuffworks.com   and click how airplanes work and click aerodynamic forces 
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• www.aviation-history.com/theory/lift.htm   a physical description of lift 

Chapter 13
DESIGN

Simplicate and add lightness. 
- Attributed to many sources. 

Don't ask who, just do it. 

According to Webster's definitions, to design is "To devise or propose for a specific function." And, "To 
conceive and plan out in the mind." That seems to be an accurate description of what model building is 
all about. 

13.1 Design To Do What? 

The first things one must take into consideration when creating a design for a model aircraft are how it 
will be used and what requirements and limitations will be placed upon it. In Chapter 2 we saw the great 
diversity that exists in Model Aviation. There is no generic, one-size-fits-all design, and there is no one-
design reference book that can deal with all aspects of the hobby. In competition, we must design within 
the limitations of event rules. If the rules are too restrictive they limit creativity. 

In controlled flight (radio control and control line) the modeler can stray from "good aerodynamic 
design", just as the Stealth Fighter example did in Chapter 12. I have a friend that flies a radio-
controlled model shaped like a witch on a broom, and another styrofoam R/C that looks like a stop sign. 
One of his unique indoor models sports an inscription on the wing, "It does so fly." (and it does) A 
beginner's U/C model featured at Web site www.aeromaniacs.com is a simple disc. 

The point is that controlled flight permits some design flexibility. An uncontrolled (free flight) model 
depends, to a degree, on stability to quickly recover from wind gusts or transition from powered to 
gliding flight. 

13.2 Measuring the Result 
Experienced designers carefully record the performance of their project and the results obtained when 
changes are made. It's a good idea to maintain a small notebook for each model. Record basic criteria 
such as thrust angles, center of gravity, decalage, trim settings, number of rubber strands, weather 
conditions, flight times and any other variables. Next time you fly, the model can be set up correctly 
using that data, saving time. Of more importance, you have recorded a standard of performance. When 
design changes are made you can compare performance results to that standard. See Appendix B Charts 
and Coordinates for some applications in which plotting numerical information can define performance 
or establish shapes. 

13.3 Model Design Reference Sources 
You may find some minor differences of opinion in the following respected source material. Modelers 
enjoy healthy debate about such things in their model clubs, Internet forums and mailing lists. To get the 
most inspiration, education and just plain fun from the hobby, study both sides and choose what works 
best for you. 

13.3.1 Books 
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• [Gitlow, Lew. Indoor Flying Models. Self published at Box 5311, Salem, Oregon 97304.] 
Introduces the requirements of design for a range of Indoor Rubber Model Events. 

• [Lennon, Andy. Basics of Model Aircraft Design. Ridgefield, CT: AirAGE, 1996.] A 
comprehensive guide to designing radio control models. 

• [Malkin, John. Airfoil Sections. Self-published] Provides information about how to plot airfoils. 
The book consists mainly of airfoils of interest to model builders. Available through book 
dealers such as Hannans Runway. 

• [McCombs, William F. Making Scale Model Airplanes Fly for Sport or Contests. Self published 
at: 2106 Siesta, Dallas, Texas 75224] A book dealing with a range of power sources. While 
Chapter 5 specifically covers design and model selection, the entire book provides practical 
insight into the details of model design. 

• [Ross, Don. Rubber Powered Model Airplanes. Hummelstown, PA: Aviation Publishers, 1998.] 
A book of how-to basics for the beginning modeler. Chapter 17 is devoted to designing your 
own rubber model. 

• [Ross, Don. Flying Models-Rubber, CO2, Electric and Micro Radio Control. Hummelstown, PA: 
Aviation Publishers, 1998.] Chapter 2 deals with weight distribution; Chapter 4 outlines a unique 
design approach that features the evolution of a model through a range of power sources. 

• [Simons, Martin. Model Aircraft Aerodynamics. 4th ed., Swanley, Kent, Great Britain: Nexus 
Special Interests, 1999.] A book about Aerodynamics as it relates to the design of Model 
Aircraft. First printed in 1978, this fourth edition is evidence of the long-standing popularity of 
this book. 

• [Williams, Ron. Building and Flying Indoor Model Airplanes. Salt Lake City: Peregrine, 1984.] 
This book is out-of-print but much sought after because of its detailed coverage of indoor rubber 
models. Most design comments are found in chapter one. 

13.3.2 Web Sites 

• www.nesail.com/moddesign.html   Features a model design computer program by Chuck 
Anderson. Primarily intended for sailplane design. 

• www.bath.ac.uk/~en0dgw/Wing%20Project/winglinks.htm   related design sources. 
• www.dchobby.com/airfoil/   airfoil plotting software 
• www.djaerotech.com   Site owners Joe Hahn and Don Stackhouse expertly answer modeler's 

questions including those about design. 
• www.compufoil.com/   CompuFoil plotting software 

13.3.3 Related Web Sites 

• yourdictionary.com   A Web site listing of dictionaries 

• world.altavista.com/   and click babelfish a translation Web site that allows you to enter words and 
receive translation in nine different languages. 

Chapter 14
EDUCATION AND THE WORKPLACE

The things I want to know are in books ... 
my best friend is the man who'll get me a book I ain't read. 

- Abraham Lincoln 
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In this chapter we will look at the link between model aviation and your future career in the workplace - 
that link is education. 

In the Introduction to this work we find a list of the abilities and skills that you have, or will, obtain 
through participation in this extremely diversified hobby. Now, we want to build on that framework with 
the in-depth knowledge that will be needed for a successful career. 

Your choice of educational institutions depends to a large extent on your choice of a career field. If that 
choice can be made early (during elementary school if possible), you will be in a better position to select a 
secondary school, college or other learning institution that will best meet your needs. 

Unfortunately, many of us do not have a clear understanding of what kinds of schooling are available, or 
what will be required of us to perform well on specific jobs. Some of this confusion is due to the fact that 
the approach to education is evolving along with a changing job market. In this chapter we will look at 
some alternatives. As in previous chapters, related Web sites will be given within the text. 

14.1 Career Choices 
Model Building introduces the student to a wide variety of technical careers. New technologies and 
knowledge are developing so rapidly that it is crucial for students to try to match their interests and 
educational opportunities as early as possible. There is a critical need for employees in technical 
occupations, particularly those requiring knowledge of math and science. In addition, as we will see 
below, there are many non-technical occupations that provide support to the technical personnel. 

To illustrate the point, let's take a brief look at the pathways through the development and manufacturing 
process of a product. After the inventors and innovators conceive a product, engineers make the 
calculations that guide the concept toward practicality. Designers and Drafting personnel provide more 
focus to the project design. Manufacturing personnel design the tooling to make the product and plan and 
schedule the shop facilities to manufacture it. All of these technical people may be supported by an army 
of Stress Analysts, Heat Transfer Specialists, Computer Programmers, Quality Control Analysts, and---
you get the idea, there are many occupations that fall under the heading of technical personnel. Additional 
support is also required by business-oriented people with sufficient understanding of the technical process 
to do their part. This includes Managers, Planners, Accountants, Personnel Recruiters, and many others. 

14.2 High School Curriculum 
Just because you are taking the classes you need to graduate from high school does not mean that you are 
adequately preparing for college. Your high school counselor can provide you with lots of information 
about college. It would be wise for you to find a counselor and make an appointment to discuss your 
college options. For insight into the role of guidance counselors see: www.schoolcounselor.org and click 
Professional Development and click For Parents and click Why High School School Counselors. Give 
some thought about your own goals before talking to the counselor or other mentor. 

There is an excellent Web site at: www.gseis.ucla.edu/mm/cc/info/prep.html entitled College Choice 
Website. It deals with preparations a high school student should make for college. On the above web site 
click Know Yourself for some thought-provoking advice. It suggests that you take stock of your 
scholastic performance; your interests, talents, values, etc. See the Web site for more detail. On this same 
Web site click "Academic Courses" for recommendations for suggested high school courses to be taken if 
you plan to attend college. It also points out that advanced placement classes taken in high school may 
earn college credit. See 14.2.3 for more information. Well-rounded students participate in activities such 
as school clubs, scouting, community involvement, and volunteer work. These programs expose the 
student to new information, possible career paths, and rewarding pastimes. They also develop social skills 
and leadership experience. Students who have been exposed to some of the above activities are better 
equipped to ask the right questions of school counselors regarding school options and career choices. The 
U. S. Department of Education provides some interesting statistics about high school trends at: 
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www.ed.gov/offices/OVAE/HS/hsfacts.html 

14.2.1 High School Technical and Trade Schools 
Technical and trade schools at the secondary level may offer an alternative to a student who does not plan 
to attend college, but needs the training necessary to enter the workforce on graduation. In a typical school 
of this type students acquire skills for the career of their choice while at the same time receiving academic 
training. Some institutions of this kind also offer adult workforce development courses and meet other 
needs of the community they serve. Since so many variables are involved, the following example has been 
chosen to illustrate a very broad-based approach to this type of school. See: www.greatoaks.com/ Here we 
find High School Programs; Adult Trade, Business and Computer Programs; and an Internet Schooling 
approach. Check your Yellow Pages for technical and trade schools near you. 

14.2.2 Selection Activities During Secondary School 

• Consult with your parents, guidance counselor or mentor regarding your tentative career choice(s) 
and education after high school. Adjust your high school course selection if required. 

• Look for opportunities to join in meaningful after-school activities such as clubs, scouting, 
hobbies, community involvement and volunteer work. 

• Consult with your guidance counselor regarding taking one or more Advanced Placement classes. 
These classes will be more difficult, but they may help you to earn college credit before entering 
college. Even if they don't, you will be better prepared for future study in the subjects chosen, and 
more likely to be accepted by the college of your choice. 

• If you have chosen a military option, apply for nomination to the military academy of your choice 
in the Spring of your Junior year. See: www.usma.edu/Admissions/step2.asp 

Also during your Junior year start to firm up your post high school educational choices. Get detailed 
information about the institution you plan to attend, including when to make application for enrollment, 
financial aid, and any testing that may be required by the institution of your choice. 

14.2.3 Been There, Done That 
There are several ways to get college credit for work or study that you have completed previously. 

• The College-Level Examination Program (CLEP®) 
CLEP® provides students of any age with the opportunity to demonstrate college-level 
achievement through a program of exams in undergraduate college courses. You get college credit 
for what you already know. www.collegeboard.com/student/testing/clep/about.html 

• Advanced Placement Program (AP) 
AP gives you the chance to try college-level work in high school, and to gain valuable skills and 
study habits. If you get a "qualifying" grade on the AP exam, many colleges will give credit or 
advanced placement for your efforts. 

• Transfer of college credits from one institution to another 
When planning your educational path through two or more institutions, always check to ensure 
that the next institution in line will recognize credits earned by the former institution. 

14.2.4 Picking Up Where You Left Off 
When circumstances force you to leave high school before graduating, you are placed at a distinct 
disadvantage when applying for employment. By taking, and passing, a General Educational 
Development (GED) test you have proven that you have the knowledge required of a high school 
graduate. Check with your local high school for sources of classes that will enable you to pass the GED 
test. 

One out of every seven high school diplomas issued each year in the United States is based on passing the 
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GED tests. For more detailed information see: www.acenet.edu/calec/ged/ 

14.3 Types of Post-Secondary Educational Institution 
There are many types to choose from, however your choice may be narrowed by certain factors. 

• The courses of study offered vs your career interests 
• Your geographic location 
• Your academic record 
• Your financial status 
• The transferability of the institution's credits 
• The institution's image as seen by your future employers 

The following general classifications are presented to illustrate the nature of what is available. There is no 
intent to recommend any one as best. Also specific institutions were chosen at random to represent a given 
classification. 

For an institution selected as an example, the Internet Web address will be given followed by a brief 
discussion of admission information and other significant aspects of the institution. Much more 
information will be found on the institution's Web page. 

14.3.1 The University 
A university may be defined as a group of colleges. Each college is specialized in a certain field, such as 
business, engineering, computer science, etc. A typical State University will have over a dozen colleges. 
A High School student will experience some significant changes upon entering college. One will be 
expected to be more self-motivated and able to deal with a significant workload. 

Universities may be state sponsored or privately sponsored. State-sponsored universities usually have at 
least two tuition fee arrangements. Generally, tuition is lower for state residents. Private universities tend 
to have higher tuition and a more selective admission policy. 

Lists of universities and colleges may be seen at the following Web sites. 

• www.findaschool.org   International list 
• www.clas.ufl.edu/CLAS/american-universities.html   American 
• www.uwaterloo.ca/canu   Canadian 

14.3.1.1 State University 
www.acs.ohio-state.edu/index.php 
Ohio State University (OSU) has a competitive admission process for entering freshman in which 
students are considered for admission based largely on their academic performance and 
credentials. Secondary factors include school and out-of-school activities. All students are 
considered under competitive standards except Ohio residents applying to an OSU regional 
campus. The high school curriculum requirements are similar to those found at 14.2 above. They 
may be seen at: www-afa.adm.ohio-state.edu/ugpage/frcriteria.htm 

As with most large universities, OSU has a significant enrollment from other countries. Students 
from abroad are required to submit documentation of secondary school graduation as specified on 
the Information for Prospective International Undergraduate Students pages of the above Web site. 
OSU promotes student involvement in areas of research, both for undergraduates and graduates. 
The scope of such research can be seen at research.rf.ohio-state.edu and click undergraduate 
research 

14.3.1.2 Ivy League Universities 
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www.miskatonic.net/university/ivy.html 
Ivy League is the name generally applied to eight universities (Brown, Columbia, Cornell, 
Dartmouth, Harvard, Pennsylvania, Princeton, and Yale) that over the years have had common 
interests in scholarship as well as in athletics. Stanley Woodward, New York Herald Tribune 
sports writer, coined the phrase in the early thirties. At first it was all about football competition 
between the above universities. Later other sports competition schedules were considered. The 
above universities have a selective admission process that tends to favor the most qualified. 

14.3.1.3 Emphasis on Technology at a University 
web.mit.edu/ 
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) is recognized as one of the top institutions of 
this type. However, if you click on Academics on the above Web page you will find more than just 
technology. When it comes to applications for admission the following Web page says it all: 
web.mit.edu/admissions/www/undergrad/freshman/applications/instructions.html 

You will be required to provide four essays, teacher evaluation forms and a report from your High 
School Guidance Counselor or principal; and take standardized tests. 

MIT is noted for research. You can see an eight-page list of links to their major research centers, 
laboratories and programs at: web.mit.edu/research.html 

14.3.1.4 Correspondence Courses On-line and Off 
Over the past decade correspondence courses once conducted by mail have evolved into 
correspondence courses by Internet. In some cases the two-way communication with the teacher 
on the Web is supplemented by a period of attendance at the learning institution. 

This method of study is demanding. Without the discipline afforded by the classroom, the student 
must have the initiative and self-reliance to develop good study habits, and maintain a regular 
schedule of study. For more information see the following: 

o www.careeruniversities.com/   Miscellaneous universities 
o online-education.collegelookup.com   University of Phoenix 
o www.skidmore.edu/uww/process.html   Skidmore College 
o info.bisk.com/Main.asp?Source=867S3   The University Alliance 

Although many of these institutions are well known colleges, check to ensure that credits will be 
transferable to other institution(s) that you may plan to attend. 

An example of an institution that teaches by mail and the Web: www.educationdirect.com 
Thomson Education Direct 

14.3.2 Community College 
Community colleges usually have two-year associate degree programs and certificate programs on more 
specific subjects. Some have two-year courses for students who intend to transfer into a four-year 
curriculum at a college or university. 

Some will accept your GED diploma for admission, or even provide classes to help you attain such a 
diploma. More on GED at 14.2.4. To find a community college near you see: 
www.findaschool.org/index.php?country=united+states&type=cc There are 1163 community colleges 
listed. 

While hardly typical, see Cincinnati State Technical and Community College at: www.cinstate.cc.oh.us 

http://www.cinstate.cc.oh.us/
http://www.findaschool.org/index.php?country=united+states&type=cc
http://www.educationdirect.com/
http://info.bisk.com/Main.asp?Source=867S3
http://www.skidmore.edu/uww/process.html
http://online-education.collegelookup.com/
http://www.careeruniversities.com/
http://web.mit.edu/research.html
http://web.mit.edu/admissions/www/undergrad/freshman/applications/instructions.html
http://web.mit.edu/
http://www.miskatonic.net/university/ivy.html


This can be called a full-service community college. 

• 50+ associate degree programs 
• 25 certificate programs 
• 3020 co-op student job placements in 1999-2000 
• six year graduate placement rate of 98% 
• 12,000 enrolled annually in credit and non-credit classes 

Two additional examples of a Community College can be seen at: www.atlantatech.org Atlanta Technical 
College www.hccs.cc.tx.us Houston Community College System 

14.3.3 The Military Option 

• The United States Military Academy 
This legendary institution at West Point, New York has a curriculum that is carefully designed to 
meet the needs of the Army for "officer-leaders of character to serve the Army and the nation." 
www.usma.edu/admissions You must obtain a nomination in order to compete for admission to the 
military academy. 

Cadetships are allocated by law to the Vice-President, members of Congress, congressional 
delegates from Washington, D.C., the Virgin Islands, and Guam, governors of Puerto Rico and 
American Samoa and to service connected nomination by the Department of the Army. 

For frequently asked questions about the academic program see: www.usma.edu/admissions and 
click FAQs. 

Upon graduation Cadets are awarded a Bachelor of Science degree and commissions in the United 
States Army. They serve on active duty for a minimum of five years. 

• The United States Naval Academy 
www.nadn.navy.mil/ 
The nomination process is similar to that of the United States Military Academy above. The 
academic program may be seen at: www.usna.edu/acdean/program.html. click Course 
Descriptions and Majors Programs. 

Students attend the academy for four years, graduating with Bachelor of Science Degrees and 
reserve commissions as Ensigns in the Navy or Second Lieutenants in the Marine Corps. 
Graduates serve at least five years as Navy or Marine Corps officers. They choose careers in: 

o Naval Aviation 
o Surface Warfare 
o Marine Corps 
o Restricted Line and Staff Corps 
o Special Operations 
o Submarine Force 

To see how the 910 men and women members of the class of 2001 chose to serve see: 
www.usna.edu/Admissions/choices.htm 

• The Air Force Academy 
www.usafa.af.mil 
To be eligible to attend you must meet high leadership, academic, physical and medical standards. 

http://www.usafa.af.mil/
http://www.usna.edu/Admissions/choices.htm
http://www.usna.edu/acdean/program.html
http://www.nadn.navy.mil/
http://www.usma.edu/admissions
http://www.usma.edu/admissions
http://www.hccs.cc.tx.us/
http://www.atlantatech.org/


Once accepted by the Academy you'll sign an agreement to complete the course of instruction at 
the Academy and you will accept an appointment and serve as a commissioned officer in the Air 
Force for at least eight years after graduation-five of which must be active duty and the remainder 
can be served as inactive reserve. 

See www.academyadmissions.com/admissions/eligibility for more details. The academy 
curriculum consists of 30 different majors offering a well-rounded education. 

• United States Coast Guard Academy 
www.cga.edu/ 
The Academy is tuition-free and there are no congressional appointments. You'll be evaluated on 
your academic standing and personal merit, skills, talent and achievements. All your 
accomplishments count. Each graduate of the Academy earns a Bachelor of Science Degree, 
completing a minimum of 126 credit hours in one of the Academy's eight majors. More detail of 
the various programs and curriculum can be seen at: www.cga.edu/Academics/Academics.htm 
Graduates of the Academy are obligated to serve five years. 

It's easy to spot a former graduate of the above Academies. They are among the confident leaders in our 
society. 

14.4 The Co-op Option 
Cooperative education, or "co-op" is a college program that integrates classroom studies with paid, 
productive, real-life work experience in a related field. Some important student benefits include: 

• Confirms or redirects career decision-making through on-the-job experience in a chosen field. 
• Improves job opportunities after graduation by giving students valuable work experience and 

contact with potential future employers. 
• Enhances affordability of college through employer-paid wages. 

For much more detail see: www.co-op.edu and click on Benefits and FAQs. 

14.5 Continuing Education 
In this age of the Internet and the explosion of easily accessed knowledge, one can expect to continue the 
learning process during his or her career and into retirement. 

Many employers maintain training facilities to keep employees up-to-date and enable them to advance 
their careers. Examples range from Burger King University in Miami, Florida (Want fries with that?) 
www.traininguniversity.com/tu_pi1996so_6.php to General Electric's management training center in 
Crotonville, New York (Want stock options with that?) www.gecommercialfinance.com and click ge 
corporate, under our company click careers, under career development click training 

It is useful to broaden your knowledge base and outlook by studying subjects other than those directly 
relating to your work, or main course of study. It enables one to view the work experience from a different 
perspective, and the knowledge may provide a safety net if your job is lost. Many colleges provide non-
credit courses for retirees still eager to learn. 

APPENDIX A
Finding Internet Web Sites 
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A computer browser is used to view and interact with the World Wide Web. Internet Explorer is an 
example of a browser. A search engine is used to find a desired Web site on the World Wide Web. There 
are two basic types of search engine. 

• The Directory type is category based. Yahoo and Google are directory type search engines. To use 
a directory search engine you choose a broad category you think may apply to your subject and 
sub-categories will appear. You continue this process until you are shown a specific list of URLs 
(Uniform Resource Locators) also known as Web sites. This type of search engine is best if you 
are researching a broad, popular topic. 

• The Index type of search engine is open-ended. Alta Vista, Alltheweb and Hot Bot are index type 
search engines. To make an index search you enter several key words and a list of Web sites 
appears. If your key words are too general the response may list thousands of URLs. To narrow the 
search you add more descriptive key words. This type of search engine is best if you're researching 
a narrow or obscure topic. 

When you want all of your key words to appear in a URL you wish to find, you enclose them in quotation 
marks, " ". If you know the Web site's URL, simply enter it in either type of search engine's window and 
the site will appear - usually. 

Sometimes the transmission of the site to your computer slows or is stopped before it's complete. When 
this happens, click the refresh button on the toolbar. This forces the Web page contents to be 
retransmitted. 

No search engine will connect with all sites on the Internet. Most engines are biased toward one area of 
interest or another. When you enter a URL and get the dreaded "404 Not Found" message, try a different 
search engine before you give up. Start thinking up key words for the Index-type search engine. 

Keep a half-dozen search engines at your fingertips by establishing quick links to them by "Bookmarking" 
or adding to "Favorites" (depending on your system). Here are a few search engine URLs to get you 
started: 

www.alltheweb.com www.altavista.digital.com www.ferretsoft.com 
www.google.com www.hotbot.com www.yahoo.com 

To find an elusive Web site, you can simultaneously search dozens of search engines with so-called meta-
search engines. 

Examples include: 

• Profusion www.profusion.com 1,000 information sources by keyword, or 20 topic searches. 
• Metacrawler www.metacrawler.com 
• Metor www.metor.com 
• Dogpile www.dogpile.com 
• Infomine infomine.ucr.edu 20,000 databases 

The following are directories of specialty search engines: 

• The search engine guide www.searchengineguide.com 
• Lycos searchable data base dir.lycos.com/Reference/Directories/ 10,000 Web site databases in 18 

categories. 

• Search Ability's A to Z guide www.searchability.com/atoz.htm A listing of search engines that 
index search engines. 

http://www.searchability.com/atoz.htm
http://dir.lycos.com/Reference/Directories/
http://www.searchengineguide.com/
http://infomine.ucr.edu/
http://www.dogpile.com/
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http://www.metacrawler.com/
http://www.profusion.com/
http://www.yahoo.com/
http://www.hotbot.com/
http://www.google.com/
http://www.ferretsoft.com/
http://www.altavista.digital.com/
http://www.alltheweb.com/


Appendix B

Charts and Coordinates

Coordinates are used extensively in the Air and Space field to define performance, establish shapes 
or to specify the "state of a substance." The following examples of applications are given to help the 
reader understand what they are and how they are used. 

A two-dimensional XY plot of flight duration 
Lay out a horizontal line divided into increments of 50 units (0, 50, 100 ---) to 500. This is the 
number of propeller turns wound into a rubber motor. 

From the left end of the horizontal line (the origin) draw a vertical line divided into equal 
increments of 5 units (0, 5, 10, 15 ---) to 120. This is the number of seconds of flight duration. 

The horizontal line is called the X-axis. The vertical line is called the Y- axis. 

A distance measured parallel to the X-axis to a point is called an X- coordinate or abscissa. A 
distance measured parallel to the Y-axis to the same point is called a Y-coordinate, or simply an 
ordinate. 

Time a series of flights starting with 50 turns on the rubber motor and increasing the number by 50 
for each subsequent flight. From each 50-turn increment on the X-axis, plot the flight time on the Y-
axis. Enter each resulting point on the chart and connect the dots to establish a performance curve. 

This first curve could represent two strands of rubber, and a second or more curves could be added 
to the chart for three, four or more strands. At some point the added turns on the rubber will cause it 
to break. Also, added strands will increase rubber weight, offsetting the gains made in flight time by 
the additional energy obtained from the added strands. The shape of the curves will show the 
relationship between the energy stored (number of turns) and flight duration. Is it a straight line 
indicating a same constant flight increase per turn, or will it gradually reach a peak and drop off 
when the rubber unwinds faster due to the quicker energy release experienced with the higher 
number of turns? How will changing the length of the rubber motor affect the curve? Plots such as 
these help to visualize the best settings or adjustments for your model. 

There are practical limitations to the accuracy of results of such an experiment. When done out of 
doors, wind conditions may have an adverse affect. Updraft (thermal) conditions would produce 
faulty positive results. Best information would be obtained during morning calm, or flying indoors. 

A three-dimensional plot defining a solid object. 
When using a drafting program on a computer, an operator can enter a series of X-and Y-
coordinates to define the object in one view. Then in an adjacent view enter Y-and Z-coordinates 
which define the side view of the object. The Z-axis is a horizontal line at right angles to both the X- 
and Y-axis. The origin of the X-and Y-axes is also the origin of the Z-axis. The result of 
"connecting the dots" on a computer-aided drafting program is a complete definition of the solid 
object. Working with a computer this way has a tendency to make one feel as if you are seeing the 
development of the object from within the computer. 

It's interesting to note that a whole airliner has been, and is done in this way and individual parts that 
happen to interfere with one another (occupy the same space) are highlighted and corrections are 



made. 

Two three-dimensional plots of moving objects 
The March, 2002 issue of Air and Space magazine describes the timing of a launch of the Space 
Shuttle in order to rendezvous with the International Space Station. The Space Station is orbiting at 
17,000 miles per hour. The earth at the launch site rotates at 1,035 miles per hour. Rocket fuel 
constraints limit the launch window to between 2.5 minutes and 10 minutes for a rendezvous. Any 
longer and the shuttle will not have enough fuel to catch the station. It takes three teams of 
specialists to pull it off. Try that on your desk-top computer. 

Appendix C

Lesson Plan Preparation

Teachers may use a document, often called a lesson plan, to organize the elements of a subject that 
is to be taught on a given day, or days. It identifies objectives, preparation required, and evaluation. 
A lesson plan covers an element of a course of study. 

This appendix is intended to acquaint the reader with reference material that will assist one in the 
design and preparation of a draft lesson plan for a teacher's consideration. 

Don't limit your review of the following lesson plan listings to aerodynamics or aircraft. You may 
find what you want in related fields such as science, mathematics, or computer technology. 

Lesson Plan Design 
The following Web site illustrates some of the factors that determine how a lesson plan should be 
designed: www.teachers.ash.org.au/teachereduc/indexTE.htmland click resources and click lesson 
ideas 

Plan Examples 
To see a large listing of plans, navigate the links from the Web site above as follows: Click Lesson 
Planz; Science Lesson Plans; Science Lessons; High School. You arrive at High School Lessons. 

To view a very professional lesson plan sponsored by NASA, start at the lesson plan design site 
above and navigate the links as follows: Click A Teacher's Guide; K-12 Lesson Plans; (under the 
science heading find) Aeronautics Related Activities, Experiments, and Lesson Plans; (on the left 
column) Aerodynamics Problem Sets; (under the first entry - lift theories #1) click student; click the 
various theories and you will find an extensive interactive lesson plan. 

Additional Plan Examples 
Begin with the Web site Aeronautics - Hot Links! at: www.allstar.fiu.edu/aero/links.htm Click Civil 
Air Patrol - United States Air Force Auxiliary; click links and you will find many useful links. 

For more basic lesson plans begin again at the Hot Links site above and click (under Other 
Aeronautics related NASA funded projects) K-8 Aeronautics Internet Textbook (K8AIT); lesson 
plans; Aerodynamics; (under Intermediate Activities) Drag and Lift. 

Appendix D
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Downloading and Printing from the Internet

Downloadable materials from the Internet include text, graphics, sound, and their related programs. 
The following discussion will be limited to text and graphics in Windows programs. 

Internet information is stored in the form of files. Files are identified by a descriptive name, 
followed by a "dot" and a brief series of letters (usually three) called a file extension. The file 
extension identifies the format that was used during the creation of the file. The extension tells your 
computer the program(s) it must use to open and process the file you wish to download. 

We have many combinations of computer operating systems, word processing programs, Internet 
service providers, and computer and printer hardware types. The number of possible combinations 
poses a challenge to computer program designers. In an ideal world one computer program would 
read and process all types of text and graphics. However, there are so many variables in file content 
that specific programs have evolved to provide the best quality for a given file type. In general, the 
best results are obtained if your computer is equipped to read and process the same format as that 
used to create the file originally. 

Your computer can be set up to display the file extension or not. A box next to "hide file extensions 
for known file types" should not be checked if you wish to see the extension. The above box is 
located in Windows 98 by clicking start, settings, folder options, and view tab. In Windows XP - 
start, control panel, appearance and themes, folder options, view tab, advanced settings. 

Plug-in programs are used to supplement the functions normally found on programs such as 
Windows. In many cases the needed program plug-in may be on your computer hard drive already 
as part of your word processor or printer software. If you have a problem with a download it may be 
because your computer doesn't contain the necessary "plug-in" program to read the file. More on 
required programs to follow. The file's extension is your clue to what will be needed. To see the file 
extension right click the file's icon and click properties. 

File Formats and Associated Programs 

Under the following headings we will look at some file format types you are likely to encounter and 
their required programs. Every file type is associated with a program or group of programs, so when 
you open a file by clicking or double-clicking the file, the associated program(s) runs automatically 
to process the file. 

.TXT - Plain text file. These text files are created in programs such as Microsoft Word or Notepad, 
included in Microsoft Windows. 

.PDF - Portable Document Format. This is a format that can be viewed by anyone, on any computer. 
A program called Adobe Acrobat Reader can be used to read PDF files. You can download this free 
program at: www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/readstep.html, or from links found on many Web 
sites. Whenever a PDF file posted at a Web site is selected, Acrobat Reader launches in your Web 
browser. When the full-featured Adobe Acrobat program is used one can convert a BMP, GIF, 
HTML, JPEG, PCX, PNG, TIFF, or a text file into a PDF document. 

For more details regarding the use of Adobe Acrobat Reader see: 
www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/adobepdf.html 
and 
www.adobe.co.uk/support/toptech/acrobat/315823/main.html 

To save file space and facilitate downloading, PDF files may be found stored in a compressed form 

http://www.adobe.co.uk/support/toptech/acrobat/315823/main.html
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called a Zip file. A plug-in program called WinZip is used to "unzip" the file. You can download 
WinZip at: www.winzip.com For more details see: www.winzip.com/hints_and_tips.htm?wzda and: 
www.winzip.com/faq.htm?wzda 

.BMP - Bit map Protocol. This is a Windows standard for graphics files. These files are written and 
read using most popular photo-editing programs such as Microsoft Paint, which comes pre-installed 
in most Windows setups. 

When an image, such as a plan, needs to be enlarged or reduced in size, other program options 
include a free image editing program called 20-20 that can be downloaded at: 
www.hotfreeware.com/2020/download.htm. 

One of the most popular photo editing programs is Paint Shop Pro. A trial version of this program 
can be downloaded at: www.jasc.com Another way to resize an image is to use your scanner to scan 
a printed copy and select your desired size change. 

.GIF - Graphics Interchange Format. A popular format for graphics files that is widely used in Web 
pages. GIF is intended for saving pictures or art having less complex images. 

A problem with downloading GIF files involves the viewing and printing of the file at a size larger 
than intended. This has to do with the number of dots per inch (dpi), the resolution perceived by the 
computer's browser. This can be overcome by opening the GIF file in a graphics program and 
selecting the desired dpi value. More on this below. 

.JPEG or .JPG - Joint Photographics Experts Group graphics format. Used for storing scanned 
photographs and widely used for Web graphics. They are compressed for quick download and to 
save file space. See Winzip above. JPG is intended to be used for saving pictures or art in the form 
of complex images. 

This type of image, like BMP, is composed of patterns of dots. The dots are actually miniature 
squares, called pixels. When a line is created the dots are lined up like filled-in squares on graph 
paper. Enlarging the dots results in a wider line. If you want to resize or change the image, go to a 
photo editing program such as those listed for BMP above. Printing problems are experienced with 
JPG that are similar to GIF files, generally due to resolution problems. 

.TIF or .TIFF - Tagged Image File Format, is a graphics file format. Files are not compressed. It is 
favored for high image resolution and clarity. It is recognized by most image-editing programs. A 
free program called AlternaTIFF is a Web browser plug-in that displays most of the common types 
of TIFF files. See Web site www.alternatiff.com to download this program. The above TIF plug-in 
program is found on a unique Website: www.uspto.gov/patft/help/images.htm. This site is used to 
view US patents containing line drawings and associated text. If one goes to: 
http://invention.psychology.msstate.edu/air_main.shtml and clicks U.S. Patent Database you will 
find the patent documentation of aviation patents dating from 1799 to 1909. 

PRINTING DOWNLOADED GRAPHICS FILES The following examples describe some problems 
encountered when downloading files, their causes, and the procedures you can follow to correct the 
problem. 

⋅ The right side of the image is cut off when printing. The image was created in landscape format 
(wider than it is high). You have printed it in portrait format (higher that it is wide). Click print, 
properties, orientation, landscape, ok 

⋅ The image is too big to print on one page, and only the first page prints. (usually in JPG or GIF) 
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-Download image to your hard drive or other drive such as a floppy disk or CD. Unzip file with 
Winzip 
-Right click file's icon, click "open with", click "Paint" 
-Left click file's icon, it opens in MS Paint 
-You can click file/print review and see the whole image 
-Click print and pages will print. 

⋅ If all attempts to get a file to print properly fail, you can print the image found on your monitor's 
screen 
-With the file's image displayed on the screen, press the Print Scrn key to capture the entire screen. 
Or, press Alt and Print Scrn at the same time to capture only the active window. It appears that 
nothing is happening, but: 
-In either case, the image is sent to the clip board 
-Open a Word document and click edit, paste and you will see the screen, captured for printing. 

⋅ Problems with printing images that are part of a file containing text 
-When the image is presented as a small square with an x in it, right click the square and a plug-in 
such as AlternaTIFF will cause the image to appear and the entire file can be printed. 


